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Abstract— Random linear network coding is a practical 

approach to network coding. It is, however, susceptible to 

corruption of the message packets due to hostile factors in the 

network. Error correction can be implemented, but in some 

resource limited networks nodes cannot afford to transmit 

additional parity packets for error correction. In [1-3] a method 

is presented where error correction can be implemented at the 

receiver nodes of the network without the transmission of parity 

packets over the network. The parity required for error 

correction is obtained from redundant packets collected by 

receiver nodes. In this paper we extend the method for the use in 

resource limited networks due to the reduction in network 

overhead and transmission resources as well as the increase of 

coding opportunities. 

 

Keywords- Linear Error Correction; �etwork Coding; Random 

Linear �etwork Coding  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The field of random linear network coding (RLNC) and the 
advantages it offers in wireless networks, such as sensor 
networks, has been extensively studied in the past years; see  
[4-8]. RLNC allows a more practical approach to network 
coding, where there is no need for centralized network control 
and planning. This leads to an improvement in network 
throughput as well as energy efficiency and delay [9].   

In a RLNC network, a source node transmits � information 
packets over the network. The intermediate network nodes 
create a linearly encoded packet from the packets received on 
their incoming edges which is then transmitted. The receiver 
nodes collect at least � network coded packets from the 
network in order to decode the transmitted information. This 
allows the receiver node to decode the transmitted data upon 
reception of any set of random encoded packets of sufficient 
rank, where the information regarding the source packets 
included in each received packet are described by the coding 
vector included in the header of the packet [4,10]. 

RLNC environments, however, are subjected to a variety of 
hostile factors like packet-losses, link failures, noise, an 
insufficient network min-cut and the occurrence of errors 
caused by malicious or malfunctioning nodes. Due to these 
factors, reliable networks must be designed to be capable of 
countering the effects of such errors. These requirements are 

widely addressed by implementing error correction in RLNC 
networks. A non-deterministic approach to network error 
correction is addressed and studied in [5-8]. The network error 
correction method requires the source nodes of the network to 
encode the information packets by adding parity and is 
described fully in [5]. 

The implementation of a forward error correction code at 
the source node of the network encodes the information 
packets into coded packets that are transmitted. This encoding 
method must be known to the receiver nodes in order to 
successfully implement the correct error correction scheme. 
The information regarding the chosen error correction scheme 
must be communicated by the source node to the respective 
receivers. 

In this paper we analyze the implementation of the method 
suggested in [1-3] in a resource limited network. This method 
does not require the encoding of information packets at the 
source nodes of the network, but utilizes redundant information 
at the receiver nodes for error correction. 

II. MOTIVATION 

Next we consider the advantages of transmitting less source 
packets into resource limited networks. 

The transmission of an encoding vector in the header of a 
source packet causes additional overhead. In networks where 
large packets are transmitted, the coding vector is small relative 
to the data and has no significant influence on the packet 
overhead. In wireless sensor networks, the source packets only 
consist of a few bits. Appending an encoding vector to those 
packets has a severe influence on the packet overhead [11,12]. 
Thus, transmitting � source packets without encoding it at the 
source reduces the size of the coding vector. This reduction in 
packet overhead has an influence when used in networks like a 
wireless sensor network. 

The transmission of a sequence of � source packets, instead 
of � coded packets reduces the transmissions of the source 
node. The intermediate network nodes require fewer resources 
due to random calculations performed on � source packets 
instead of � > �. Due to the transmission less source packets, 
the number of packets required to be stored at an intermediate 
node is also reduced. 
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The reduction in buffer size and transmissions sequences 
leads to a more favorable environment for RLNC to be 
implemented. According to a study by [13-15] the coding 
opportunities in a wireless network is better when the 
transmitted packets are smaller. 

III. BACKGROUND 

Firstly, we present the model for a RLNC network as well 
as a few linear error correction concepts core to our problem. 

A. Model 

We adopt the notation used in [4] for an acyclic network 
model. Consider a RLNC network as a directed graph � =  (�, ℇ). The network consists of source node � ∈ � and a 
set of receiver nodes � = ���, … , ���, � ∈ �. The set of edges ℇ 
represents the communication channels, and there are |�| 
nodes in the network. 

A source node, �, contains � information packets  ���, ��, … , ��} of length � from the finite field ��� .  These 
source packets are transmitted over a random linear network 

coding network, � =  (�, ℇ). The intermediate network nodes 
generate random linear encoded packets from the packets 
received on their incoming links. These packets are transmitted 
on the outgoing edges, eventually reaching the receiver nodes.  

For each receiver node � ∈ � to decode the transmitted 
message, it collects �′ ≥ � encoded packets from the network 
in the form 

 ! = " #$!%$
�

$&� , ' = 1,2, … �′ (1) 

where the coefficients {#$!� are randomly generated from a 

finite field ��*.  

The receiver packets, however, may be corrupted due to 
hostile factors mentioned earlier.  In order to counter the effect 
of possible errors in the network, we use the additional 
collected packets at the receiver nodes for error correction. We 
need to select (� − �) valid parity packets from the obtained 
packets in order to successfully correct possible errors. 
Effectively, we encode the � transmitted information packets 
into a code word of � coded packets using a linear (�, �, ,) 
error correction code. 

B. Linear error correction 

Linear error correction is a well known field and studied in 
a range of textbooks, including [16]. We present the basic 
concepts that are core to our problem. 

A block code converts a sequence � source packets, into a 
transmitted sequence of � packets, where � < �. For a linear 
block code ., the additional , = (� − �) packets are linear 
functions of the original � packets, as defines by the generator 
matrix, /, of code .. [17]. A linear code . has a minimum 
distance ,0$1 = 2� + 1, then the code can correct � errors or 
detect 2� errors. 

It is possible for a linear code . to have several distinct 
generator matrices, but not all of the � × � possible matrices 

are valid generator matrices. It is proven in [18] that a � × � 
matrix is a generator matrix if and only if it has a rank of � (� 
linearly independent rows) and its row vectors {45} are valid 
code words in code ..  

The general property of a valid generator matrix that is of 
interest to us is the following: a generator matrix / are 
composed from two sub matrices 6 and 7; where 6 is a � × � 
matrix of rank � and 7 is a � × (� − �) matrix of rank (� − �). The combination of 6 and 7 form a valid generator 
matrix which renders valid codes that are permuted through 
matrix row operations. 

For any � × � matrix / over finite field ��* with � linearly 
independent rows, there exists a single (� − �) × � matrix 8 
over ��*, where  / ∙ 8: = ; (2) 

The parity check matrix 8 has (� − �) linearly 
independent rows and describes the minimum distance of the 
linear code .: code . has a minimum distance ,0$1  when ,0$1 
is the smallest number of columns of < which sum equals the 
zero vector [16].  

These above properties of / and 8 matrices are used in 
section IV by receiver nodes to correct possible errors. 

IV. CONSTRUCTION OF GENERATOR MATRIX AT RECEIVER 

NODES 

The encoding of code words traditionally takes place at the 
network source node and then transmitted over the network. In 

a RLNC network of sufficient min-cut ≥ �, it is possible to 
only transmit the � data messages over the network and still be 
able to correct possible errors. RLNC allows for nodes to create 
linear combinations of the � source packets to be collected by 
the receivers. These packets can be used for error correction at 
the receiver nodes. 

We consider a network with min-cut ≥ � where the source 
node only transmits the � data messages ���, ��, … , ��� over 
the network. The receiver node � ∈ � collects �= ≥ � > � 
channel packets in the form: 

 ! = " #$!%$
�

$&� , ' = 1,2, … �′ (3) 

where the coefficients {#$!} are the encoding vectors of the 

received packets that form a � × �′ matrix >, where 

> =  ?#�� #�� … … #��=#�� #�� … … #��=⋮#�� ⋮#�� ⋱… ⋱… ⋮#��=
B

 
 (4) 

The encoding vectors of each encoded packet are 
transmitted along with the packet in the message header [10]. 
Network properties (such as connectivity and min-cut) 
influence the combinations and number of the vectors in >. 
These encoding vectors captured in > are evaluated and used to 
construct a valid generator matrix. The construction of / takes 
place in two steps: 
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1) Construction of sub matrix 6: 
From matrix > each receiver first collects � packets with 

linearly independent encoding vectors {#$}, which form the 
column vectors of the � × � matrix 6. Due to the linearly 
independency of these vectors, they ensure that the rank of 6 is 
equal to �. 

2) Construction of sub matrix 7: 
From the remaining packets in > each receiver collects 

another (� − �) packets, where their encoding vectors {CD} 

form the column vectors of the � × (� − �) matrix 7 with a 
rank equal to (� − �). 

These two sub matrices form a valid generator matrix /: / = E6 7F. (5) 

Each receiver uses the message packets  ! corresponding to the 

encoding vectors {#!} selected for / to construct the matching 

codeword, G. The receiver node can then use / to correct or 
detect errors up to the capability of /.  

In the following paragraph we provide an example to 
illustrate the construction of the / matrix. Note that in this 
example each coding vector are in ��, but can be extended to ��*. 

Example 1: Hamming (7,4) code. 

Assume a source node, �, transmits a sequence H of � 

source symbols in �� over a network with min-cut ≥ �, where H = (1 0 1 1). The symbols are network coded by the 
intermediate network nodes. One of the receiver nodes � ∈ � 
collects a sequence J of 8 network coded packets from the 
network,        J = H ∙ >   

     = (1 0 1 1) ∙ K1 1 0 0 0 1 1 10 1 0 1 0 1 0 100 00 11 01 01 10 10 11L  

           = (1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1)  

(6) 

The receiver node evaluates the encoding vectors in > to 
construct sub matrices 6 and 7. For the construction of 6, the 
receiver needs to find � = 4 packets with linearly independent 
coding vectors. One possibility is 

6 = K1 1 0 00 1 0 100 00 11 01L. (7) 
6 is sufficient to decode the transmitted sequence, but not 

for error correction. For the construction of 7, the receiver 
needs to find (� − �) = 3 packets with linearly independent 
coding vectors.  

7 = K0 1 10 1 001 10 10L 

 (8) 

These two sub matrixes are used to form a valid generator 
matrix /, where 

/ = K1 0 1 1 1 1 00 1 0 0 1 1 101 00 11 10 01 11 11L, (9) 
the corresponding code word is G = (1 0 1 0 1 0 1) and the 
parity check matrix for / is 

8 = R1 1 0 1 1 0 01 0 1 1 0 1 00 0 1 1 0 0 1S. (10) 
We can now calculate the syndrome T = G ∙ 8=, to 

determine if error has occurred in the network and if it can be 
corrected. The error correction method is discussed in [16]. In a 
network with multiple receivers, each receiver node, � ∈ �, is 
able to construct a generator matrix and corresponding code 
word from the specific encoded packets they receive from the 
network. 

The error correction and detection capability of the code 
relies on the structure of the generator matrix. When the 
minimum Hamming distance of the code words generated by / 
is ,0$1 = 2, an error can be detected but not corrected.  

V. ERROR CORRECTION AND DETECTION PROBABILITY  

In a RLNC network, successful decoding is not always 
guaranteed due to the non-deterministic characteristics of the 
network. In this section we evaluate the probability of 
receiving network coded packets from a RLNC network that 
we are able to use for error detection and correction. 

We consider a RLNC of sufficient min-cut ≥ � where 
source packets are encoded randomly, independently and are 
non-zero. From [19], we assume that the non-zero encoded 
packets received from the network by the receiver nodes are 
distributed according to the Gaussian distribution. From these 
calculations, we follow the procedure described in [20].  

In the method discussed in section IV the ,0$1 of / relies 
on the structure of sub matrix 7.  Firstly, we calculate the 
probability of collecting sufficient column vectors for 7 in 
order to generate a / that corresponds to a linear code of ,0$1 ≥ 2.  

The probability of collecting the required � linear 
independent packets to construct a valid 6 matrix from the first � packets that we collect from the network equals: 

\� = ](2� − 2$^�2� − 1 )�
$&�  (11) 

Next, we calculate the probability of collecting (� − �) 
linearly independent packets for the construction of sub matrix 7. This probability equals: 
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\1^� = ] (2� − � − 2$^�^�2� − 1 )1
$&�_�  (12) 

Thus, the probability of generating a valid / matrix from 
the first � collected packets is \ = \� × \1^�. 

 

Figure 1: Probability of constructing valid / after � receptions 

The probabilities for � =  4,5, … ,20 is plotted in Fig. 1. We 
compare this to the probability of receiving � linear 
independent packets which will be the case when � packets are 
transmitted by the source. 

We can see that for large �, the probability \ converges to 
approximately 0.2888, hence the probability of constructing a 
valid / matrix from the first � random packets collected is 
approximately 29% for both systems.  

Next we calculate the number of expected random packets 
that must be collected by a receiver node in order to be ensured 
of � received packets that will generate a valid generator 
matrix. The probability distribution of the a randomly collected 
packets needed to ensure the successful collection of the 
required packets can be calculated through the use of a shifted 

geometric distribution b(% = a) = \ × (1 − \)$  , a > 0. 

The expected value is defined by:  

c�(%) + c1^�(%) = 1\� + 1\1^�  (13) 
where \� and  \1^� is seen in (11) and (12) respectively. The 
following sum then gives us the total number of random 
collections of network packets a receiver node must make in 
order to construct a matrix 6 of rank � and matrix 7 of rank (� − �): 

" 1\� + " 1\1^�
1

!&�_�  �
$&�  (14) 

Fig. 2 shows the number of additional packets expected to 
be collected by a receiver node in order to construct /, i.e., ∑(c�(%) − �) + ∑(c1^�(%) − (� − �)) for � =  4,5, … ,20. 
We compare this to the additional packets expected by a 

receiver node to successfully collect � linearly independent 
packets when � packets are transmitted by the source.   

It can be seen that the number of extra packets required 
converges to approximately 1.6 for a large � for both symbols. 
This means that we will be able to construct a valid and unique 
code word after approximately � + 2 collected packets.  
 

 

Figure 2: Expected number of extra packets required 

Effectively, a network where � packets have been 
transmitted would be able to decode at the same point in time. 
The transmission of � packets at the source guarantees ,0$1 = 3. However, when we construct a / matrix from sub 
matrices 6 and 7, we obtain a ,0$1 = 2 and sometimes a ,0$1 = 3. Thus, the selection of any (� − �) linearly 
independent packets for 7 does not guarantee an error 
correction code . with ,0$1  ≥  3.  

In order to obtain such a single error correcting (�, �, ,) 
linear code, one must construct a generator matrix / which 
encodes code words with Hamming distances ,0$1  ≥  3.  

The probability of collecting the required � linear 
independent packets to construct a valid 6 matrix from the first � packets that we collect from the network remains unchanged 
(11).  

The probability of collecting (� − �) packets for a 7 
matrix that renders a / matrix with ,0$1  ≥  3 is: 

\′1^� = G!,! (G − �)! / g2� − 1, h (15) 
where  G = 2� − 1 − , and , the minimal solution to the 

Hamming bound 2� ≥ , + � + 1. 

Thus the probability of collecting 6 and a corresponding 7 
to render a maximum error correction / matrix is  \′ = \� × \′1^�. The probabilities for � =  7,8, … ,20 is 
plotted in Fig. 3.  
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From the results it is clear to see that the probability of 
selecting random packets for the construction of a / matrix 
able to be used for error correction is very low.  

From Fig. 3 and Fig.1 we can deduce that when a valid 
generator matrix is constructed from the collected network 
packets, the / matrix is more probable to only be able to detect 
a single error than to correct it. 

 

 

Figure 3: Probability of constructing valid G after n receptions for ,0$1 = 3. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We evaluated a technique where a code word is only 
constructed at the receiver of the network [1-3]. This method 
can be implemented opportunistically at each of the RLNC 
network receiver nodes. Because each network receiver node 
obtains different encoded packets due to the random encoding 
properties of the RLNC network, each receiver node can 
implement linear error correction based on the available 
channel packets. 

This method is advantageous for networks where the size of 
transmissions must be kept as small as possible due to limited 
resources. The source packets transmitted over the network 
with this method are less which requires smaller buffers and 
yields a smaller network overhead. The transmission of � 
source packets instead of � > � leads to more coding 
opportunities in wireless networks. 

The probability of successful error correction at the receiver 
nodes is very low due to the non-deterministic characteristics 
of a RLNC network. The implementation of error detection, 
however, is high.  

This method can be seen as an error correction/detection 
method that can be implemented opportunistically in resource 
scarce networks. 
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Abstract: A network that implements random linear network coding may be susceptible to 

corruption of the message packets. These errors are usually addressed through a concatenated 

forward error correction code implemented at the source and destination nodes.  In this paper we 

present and evaluate an implicit error detection code where additional packets implicitly formed by 

the random linear network coding process are used to detect a single packet error. This scheme does 

not require the implementation of a forward error correction code at the source node. We evaluate 

this method by assessing the additional packets required by a receiver node for successful error 

detection. We present an analytical expression for the redundancy required for success and present 

simulation results to assess topology influence on this scheme. The obtained results show that with 

the collection of approximately 2 additional packets, a single error can be successfully detected. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Random linear network codes (RLNC) was introduced in [1] and leads to an improvement in network 

throughput, energy efficiency as well as a reduction in delay [1-3]. Nodes do not need to carry 

knowledge of the topological network information or how the channel packets are encoded. The 

source node transmits � information packets over the network, where the intermediate network 

nodes create linearly encoded packets from the packets received on their incoming edges. 

In a large network with high enough connectivity each receiver node collects � > � network coded 

packets from the network, where � is slightly larger than �. Decoding can commence once the 

receiver has a set of random encoded packets of rank �, where the information regarding the source 

packets included in each received packet are described by the coding vector included in the header 

of the packet [3, 4]. 
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Successful decoding, however, is subject to the receivers obtaining uncorrupted encoded packets. 

Due to hostile factors like packet-losses, link failures and noise error correction can be implemented 

to ensure transmission of reliable information. Different approaches to error correction in non-

deterministic networks are presented in [5-8], e.g. implementation of forward error correction at the 

source node. These methods, however, lead to an increased load on the network. 

We presented a method [9, 10] to detect a single error without the addition of parity packets at the 

source node or additional overhead in the network. This novel technique uses the packets implicitly 

formed by the random linear network coding process to construct a generator matrix for error 

detection.  

In this paper we present an improvement to the method in [10] and evaluate it by deriving an 

analytical expression for the number of additional packets required to guarantee single error 

detection. We then conduct simulations to evaluate the influence of network topology on the 

scheme. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

 

2.1 Random linear network coding 

We adopt the notation used in [1, 11]. Consider an acyclic network which implements random linear 

network coding as a directed graph � =  (�, ℇ). The set of edges ℇ represents the communication 

channels, and there are |�| nodes in the network. 

The network consists of a single source node  ∈ � and a set of receiver nodes � = ���, … , �|�|�,� ⊂ �. Let �(, �) be the achievable rate at which  can multicast the source packets reliably to a set 

of receivers � ⊂ �. From the min-cut max-flow theorem, the value of min-cut(, �) is the upper 

bound on �(, �) for any � ∈ � [12].  

When min-cut (, �) ≥ �, the data present at  is divided into � packets to be multicast to �. Assume � = [��, ��, … , ��] are the � source packets where �� represents the  th source packet from a finite 

field ℱ. These source packets are multicast over the edges " ∈ ℇ of network �. At each intermediate 

network node # the packets received on its incoming edges "  are randomly and linearly combined to 

form a new encoded packet to be transmitted on the outgoing edge ". An encoding vector is 
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included in the header of each outgoing packet and describes the source packets that have been 

linearly combined in the packet. 

Each receiver node � ∈ � collects a set of � ≥ � encoded packets from the network,  $ = [%�, %�, … , %&], where the 'th encoded packet is of the form 

%( = ) *�(��
�

�+� , ' = 1,2, … � (1) 

where the coefficients {*�(} are randomly generated from a finite field ℱ� and /( forms the coding 

vector of packet %(. These coding vectors of the encoded packets can be represented as the column 

vectors of a � × � matrix 1, where 

1 =  2*�� *�� … … *�&*�� *�� … … *�&⋮*�� ⋮*�� ⋱… ⋱… ⋮*�&
5

 
 (2) 

and $ = � × 1. The construction of 1 is influenced by network properties such as connectivity and 

topology. 

When � is slightly larger than �, there is a high probability that � encoding vectors stored in 1 are 

linearly independent [1]. The receiver selects the � packets from 1 that have linearly independent 

encoding vectors. The source packets are decoded by solving the linear system of equations through 

Gaussian elimination. 

 

2.2 Network error correction 

In network environments where errors may occur, forward error correction (FEC) codes are 

implemented with RLNC. The FEC codes are implemented as the outer code and RLNC as the inner 

code. This means that any receiver node can correct or detect possible errors using the FEC code 

after the random linear encoding of the network has been decoded [13].  

Forward error correction entails that the data present at  is divided into 6 packets  � = [��, ��, … , �7] where 6 < �. Since a network with min-cut (, �) ≥ � can support the 

independent transmission of � packets, the 6 source packets are mapped on � code packets 9 = [:�, :�, … , :�].  
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In linear FEC, the � coded packets are linear functions of the original 6 source packets as defined by 

the columns of the 6 × � generator matrix ; of the FEC code < [14, 15] 

[:�, :�, … , :�] = [��, ��, … , �7] × ;. (3) 

 

For block codes there exist an important relationship between the block length �, dimension 6 and 

its error correcting capability, called the Hamming bound [14].  

Definition 1: For any code < = (�, 6, >) with > ≤ 2" + 1: 

|<| ) A� B ≤ 2�C
�+D  (4) 

where > = 2" + 1. A code is said to be perfect when there is equality in the bound. A perfect codes 

gives the optimal efficiency of an error correcting codes in relationship to the redundancy added. 

This redundancy is used by � to determine if an error has occurred and if it can be corrected [14]. 

Following this encoding step, these encoded packets 9 are multicast over the edges " ∈ ℇ of 

network � to the receiver nodes in the process described in Section 2.1. 

 

3. IMPLICIT ERROR DETECTION METHOD 

 

In a network of sufficient min-cut where RLNC is implemented, error detection at the receiver nodes 

is possible without the addition of an outer code that adds parity [9, 10].  

In this method  divides the source data into 6 packets � = [��, ��, … , �7] where 6 < �, but the 

source packets are not encoded. These source packets are multicast over the edges " of network � 

where the intermediate network nodes # perform RLNC to encode the packets. 

In a network with min-cut (, �) ≥ �, the network can support the independent transmission of � 

packets and thus the random encoding characteristic of RLNC allows for the inherent production of � coded packets independently obtained from . Obtaining parity from the network eliminates the 

need to construct and transmit parity at the source for error detection.  

In this method, each receiver node � ∈ � collects a set of � ≥ � > 6 encoded packets  $ = [%�, %�, … , %&] from the network, where the 'th encoded packet is of the form 
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%( = ) *�(��
7

�+� , ' = 1,2, … � (5) 

where the coefficients {*�(} are randomly generated from a finite field ℱ� and /( forms the global 

encoding vector of packet %(. These global encoding vectors are represented as the column vectors 

of a 6 × � matrix 1 

1 =  2*�� *�� … … *�&*�� *�� … … *�&⋮*7� ⋮*7� ⋱… ⋱… ⋮*7&
5 .  (6) 

 

From the � ≥ � > 6 collected packets, each receiver node evaluates the encoding vectors {/�} and 

selects packets to construct a 6 × � generator matrix ; which, in most cases, is non-systematic. 

Each receiver uses the message packets %( corresponding to the selected encoding vectors in ; to 

construct the matching codeword, E. Through the construction of a valid parity check matrix F, 

where ; × FG  =  H, the receiver node can detect errors up to the capability of linear code < 

through traditional linear error detection decoding [14]. This method translates to an encoding 

system where the RLNC performed in the network is not only an inner code, but the mechanism for 

the construction of redundancy.  

In a network with multiple receivers, each receiver node, � ∈ �, is able to construct a generator 

matrix and corresponding codeword from the encoded packets they receive from the network.  

There exist several distinct generator matrices for the implementation of a linear error correction 

and detection code < on 6 source packets. A 6 × � matrix is a valid generator matrix ; when: 

• it has a rank of 6, i.e. it has 6 linearly independent columns, 

• its rows vectors are valid code words in code <.  

 

The error correction capability of the code < is determined by the structure of ;. When the 

minimum Hamming distance of the code words generated by ; is >I�� = 2J + 1, the constructed 

code is able to correct J errors or detect 2J errors [14].  
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4. BEHAVIOUR OF IMPLICIT ERROR DETECTION 

 

The non-deterministic characteristics of a network that implements RLNC do not always guarantee 

successful implicit error detection at the receiver nodes.  

A mathematical model [16] was used to determine the probability of a receiver node to obtain � 

linearly independent packets within the first � packets received. The model considered a network 

where the non-zero encoded packets received from the network by the receiver nodes are Gaussian 

distributed. Using the same model, we derive an analytical expression to calculate the probability of 

a receiver node obtaining � packets that can be matched to a valid generator matrix.  

We consider a network that implements RLNC of sufficient min-cut (, �) ≥ � where non-zero 

packets are encoded randomly and independently. The error correction capability of the linear error 

correction code relies on the structure of ;.  Firstly, we calculate the probability of collecting 

sufficient column vectors to construct a generator matrix that corresponds to a linear code of >I�� ≥ 2. 

The characteristics of a valid generator matrix, where >I�� ≥ 2, are the following: 

• two linearly independent sets, of size 6 and (� − 6) respectively, must be present, 

• each source packet must be represented in both linearly independent sets.  

 

Although it is possible for the second set to contain linearly independent packets without all the data 

symbols present, it would not satisfy the condition of >I�� ≥ 2. 

 

4.1 Probability of success 

Firstly, we determine the probability, L, of obtaining a valid generator matrix ; in the first � packets 

collected by a receiver node. In order to derive the exact expression for L, we need to calculate the 

following probabilities: 

The probability pN,O of obtaining a full rank set (k linearly independent packets) within the first n 

packets collected was determined [17] to be:  

R�,7 = S T1 − 12�U�V7U�
�+D  for � > 6. (7) 
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Next we calculate RZ, the probability of the remaining (� − 6) packets being linearly independent: 

RZ = S [27 − 2�U�27 − 1 \�U7
�+�  (8) 

and R], the probability of the remaining (� − 6) packets containing all the source symbols: 

R] = 1 − ^T27U� − 1� − 6 V × 6_ − `
A27 − 1� − 6 B , (9) 

where  

` = )(−1)7U� ×7U�
�+a T2� − 1� − 6 V × A 66 −  B. (10) 

 

The probability that a valid generator matrix can be constructed from the first � collected packets is 

L =  R�,7 × RZ × R] (11) 

and is depicted in Fig. 1 for varying values of �. Fig. 1 also contains results from Monte Carlo 

simulations for the method described in Section 3. The simulation randomly and independently 

generates � packets and evaluates them. The results obtained from the simulation match that of the 

analytical expression. 

The presented method improves on the preliminary work presented in [10] by performing an 

exhaustive evaluation of all the � packets received to form a valid ;. Although this method is 

computationally more expensive, the results show that an error can be detected with high 

probability after � received packets, for a large �.  

 

4.2 Expected number of additional packets 

Section 4.1 showed the probability of constructing a valid generator matrix from the first � packets 

received. Another option is to collect � > � packets until enough is received to construct a valid 

generator matrix ;. In [16] a calculation was done to determine the number of additional packets 

required to receive � linearly independent packets. In this section we analyse implicit error 

detection in a similar manner to determine the expected number of packets required to guarantee 

the construction of a valid generator matrix. 
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Figure 1: Probability of constructing a valid generator matrix after � received packets. 

The probability of receiving   packets to obtain the next legitimate packet is geometrically distributed: 

b� = L × (1 − L)�U� ,  = 1,2 … . (12) 

 

The expectation of (12) is equal to 

)  × b�
c

�+� = )  L(1 − L)�U�c
�+� = 1L (13) 

where L calculated in Section 4.1. The number of additional packets required to find the dth valid 

packet is:  

eI = 1LI . (14) 

 

From this we can calculate the expected number of packets that will provide � valid packets for the 

construction of a generator matrix: 
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) eI
�

I+� = ) 1LI
�

I+�  (15) 

 

Fig. 2 shows ∑ eI�I+� − �, the number of additional packets required to successfully construct a 

generator matrix as well as the results obtained via Monte Carlo simulations. 

 

Figure 2: Expected number of additional packets required for the construction of a valid generator matrix. 

It can be seen that the expected number of additional packets required for the construction of a ; 

matrix that corresponds to a linear code of >I�� ≥ 2 is less than 2. 

 

4.3 Discussion 

It can be seen in Fig. 1 that the probability of constructing a valid ; matrix for � = 7 and � = 15 dip 

to a minimum and thus maximises the number of additional packets required, shown in Fig. 2. As 

discussed in Section 2.2, forward error correction codes encodes 6 source packet into � coded 

packets using a predetermined algorithm. For the purpose of Implicit error correction the value of � 
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is determined by the min-cut of the network, i.e. the maximum number of packets that can be 

supported in the network to satisfy the condition of >I�� ≥ 2. 

In certain cases, the codes formed by the receiver node are perfect codes that satisfy the equality 

|<| ) A� B = 2�C
�+D  (16) 

 

These codes require a minimum number of redundant packets to satisfy the requirement of >I��, 

thus the probability of obtaining the minimum number of redundant packets are lower and the 

number of expected additional packets higher. There codes can be seen in Fig.1. and Fig.2. for � = 7 

and � = 15. 

 

5. SIMULATION SETUP AND RESULTS 

 

In this section we conduct simulations to evaluate the influence of network topology on the scheme. 

In order to do so, we try to find the correlation between the analytical expression developed and the 

network environment. 

We proceed to evaluate the mathematical model developed using Monte Carlo simulations. The 

mathematical model assumes that the packets collected by the receiver nodes are received 

uniformly at random and encoded independently. In large enough networks with high connectivity, 

the encoding at intermediate nodes and collection at the receiver nodes can be sufficiently modelled 

as such a random selection. In smaller less connected RLNC networks, however, this is not the case. 

Intermediate nodes have access to fewer packets and the encoded packets obtained at the receiver 

are not totally randomly generated.  

We investigate the effect that network topology will have on the packets required to implement 

implicit error detection and consider two different network topologies. 

 

5.1 Simulation setup 

We base the experimental setup on that of [4] for an acyclic network model. The network is 

represented by graph � =  (�, ℇ), where � is the set of nodes in the network and ℇ the set of unit 
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edges in � which represents the communication channels. We consider a randomly generated 

network with |�| = 100 nodes and a single source  and receiver � for simplicity. The data to be 

transmitted by the source node are modelled as 6 source packets in the finite field ℱ�. The min-cut 

of the network is min-cut (, �) ≥ �. 

Two different network topologies are considered for this simulation to determine the influence of 

the network topology on the collection of packets. These topologies are based on that of [18].  

• The Érdos-Rényi Graph, ER(100, j): formed by randomly and independently assigning edges 

between all 100 nodes, so that each node has at least j connected edges.  

• The Random Geometric Graph, RGG(100, k): formed by placing 100 nodes uniformly at random 

on a unit square with communication radius of k. 

 

The values for the RGG are specifically chosen so that the connectivity of the graphs is approximately 

the same as that of the ER graphs, with only a difference in topology. This allows us to make a direct 

comparison between the two different network models. Each simulation was performed 1000 times 

for both graphs and varying values of �. 

 

5.2 Results 

We evaluated the number of additional packets required by the receiver nodes in order to construct 

a valid ; that corresponds to a linear code of >I�� ≥ 2 where 6 packets are transmitted by the 

source.  

From Fig. 3 it can be seen that there is a significant difference between the results obtained for the 

RGG and ER graphs.  

The ER graph: When the results in Fig. 3 are compared to the expected number of additional packets 

calculated in the analytical expression in Fig. 2, the values are comparable. In the ER graphs, nodes 

have an equal probability of connecting to any other node in the network. This allows information 

packets to be distributed randomly amongst all the nodes. Intermediate nodes may have access to a 

greater range of packets and the encoded packets obtained by the receiver node can be seen as a 

random selection of packets, which corresponds to the analytical expression. 
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Figure 3: Expected number of additional packets required 

The RGG graph: In a RGG graph the nodes only have edges to nodes within the range k. Thus packets 

in the network are distributed locally and intermediate nodes tend to encode only a restricted 

number of source packets. This results in more additional packets that have to be received for 

successful error detection. This corresponds to the basic principles of RLNC [1, 15]. 

 

6. THE CASE FOR dmin ≥ 3 

 

Forward error correction as applied at the source node  and decoded at the receiver node � 

requires approximately 2 additional packets for successful error correction [16].  

We also determined the number of additional packets required to construct a ; matrix that 

corresponds to a linear code which guarantees single error correction. In order to obtain such a 

single error correcting code, one must construct a generator matrix ; which encodes code words 

with Hamming distances >I��  ≥  3. We compare this result to the result acquired in [16]. The result 

is shown in Fig. 4. 
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Figure 4: Number of extra packets required for >I�� = 3 generator matrix. 

It can be seen that the number of additional packets required for single error correction is very high 

and not practical. 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, we improved and evaluated an implicit error detection technique from [10]. This 

method collects the packets implicitly formed by the random linear network coding process and 

constructs a generator matrix for error detection.  

An analytical expression considering a network where the non-zero encoded packets received from 

the network by the receiver nodes are Gaussian distributed was constructed and validated. This 

model was used to: 

• analyse the probability of constructing a valid 6 × � generator matrix after � received packets, 

• calculate the number of additional packets required to construct a valid generator matrix. 
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The analytical expression showed that the reception of approximately 2 additional packets will 

guarantee the detection of a single error. 

The analytical model was compared to the implementation of the implicit error detection method in 

two different network topologies. The number of additional packets required by a receiver node in 

the Érdos-Rényi network model was similar to the results obtained through mathematical analysis. 

The number of additional packets required by receiver nodes for the successful construction of a 

generator matrix in the Random Geometric Graph is higher than shown by the analytical expression.  

The developed analytical expression describes the Érdos-Rényi graph accurately, because packets 

are more randomly distributed. The Random Geometric Graph is not accurately described by a 

network which receives randomly distributed encoded packets. The connections in the RGG network 

are more local and the packets obtained by a receiver node do not form a Gaussian distribution. 

The implicit error detection method presented in this paper is advantageous for the use in networks 

with a large min-cut where the size of transmissions must be kept as small as possible due to limited 

resources, e.g. as in wireless sensor networks.  

The source packets transmitted over the network with the implicit error detection method are 

shorter than packets where FEC codes are implemented at the source. This leads the use of less 

buffer space at the intermediate nodes, shorter switching time and shorter calculations due to fewer 

additions. The reduction in buffer sizes of intermediate nodes and smaller overhead in packets lead 

to a more favourable environment for RLNC [19].  

A study performed by [19] shows that network coding opportunities in a wireless network are more 

favourable when the transmitted packets are smaller. In wireless network scenarios the transmission 

of smaller coding vectors in the packet header can be advantageous as information packets are small 

and may only consist of a few bits [20, 21]. 
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Abstract— We introduce an improved coding method 

constructed through the combination of the low complexity 

aspects of both random linear network coding (RLNC) and 

Luby Transform (LT) codes. The introduced method can 

successfully transmit data over a network while saving 

computational resources. When compared to the 

implementation of LT network coding, the proposed method 

consumes fewer computational resources at intermediate 

network nodes.   

 

Index Terms— Belief propagation decoding, LT codes, 

�etwork Coding, Random �etwork Coding. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless devices play a vital part in the modern way of 

living and there have been many advances in the field of 

wireless communication. Challenges regarding the efficiency 

of information transmission remain due to interference from 

other sources, limitations in bandwidth, environmental factors, 

as well as limited available resources.  

 

Computational resources at intermediate network nodes are 

traditionally consumed by the processing of received data to 

construct new data for transmission. Any repetitive or 

complex actions performed in the network may require nodes 

with larger computational resources like memory and 

computational power. 

 

In this context, the implementation of random linear 

network coding (RLNC), introduced by Ho et al. [1] has 

proven to yield practical solutions for decentralized networks 

with limited resources [2, 3]. The implementation of RLNC in 

decentralised networks allows for the recoding of received 

information packets at intermediate nodes in the form of linear 

combinations of the received packets. This action leads to an 

improvement in network throughput as well as energy 

efficiency and delay [4]. 

 

Although the implementation of RLNC leads to an 

improvement in the utilisation of resources at the intermediate 

network nodes, this method requires a high complexity 

decoding process, called Gaussian elimination. Optimizations 

to decoding algorithms have been proposed, of which the 

 
 

Luby Transform (LT) codes [5] offers a significant 

improvement.  

 

A method called LT network coding, proposed in [6], 

enables us to use a low complexity decoding scheme in a 

network that traditionally implements RLNC. This low 

complexity decoding scheme is based on belief propagation. 

 

In order to implement this decoding scheme, the encoding 

process implemented at intermediate network nodes to encode 

new packets is more computationally complex than that of 

RLNC. Each network node must encode information packets 

according to a specified degree distribution, �(�), which 

guarantees the efficient decoding through belief propagation at 

the receivers [5, 7, 8].  

 

The implementation of LT network coding leads to a 

significant improvement in resource usage at the receiver 

nodes of the network. The disadvantage, however, is an 

increase in computational cost at each intermediate node. 

 

In the context of limited resource networks, we present a 

method, called hybrid-LTNC, where we implement low 

complexity RLNC at the network nodes, except when it is 

connected to a receiver node. Network nodes connected to 

receivers implement the more complex LT network coding 

algorithm to allow for low complexity decoding. 

 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Random linear network coding 

In the implementation of RLNC in networks, the data 

content are divided into � source packets {��}�
��  of size  

over a finite field ��. These source packets are transmitted 

from the source node to the intermediate nodes in the network.  

 

The intermediate nodes implement RLNC where the 

coefficients for the linear combinations performed on the 

received packets are chosen uniformly at random. The 

encoding of a new packet {��}�
���  can be described by the 

linear combination of source packets,  

�� = � �����

�

�
�
 , � = 1,2, … , �′ (1) 
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where {���} are the random coefficients from �� forming a 

vector of size �, describing the source packets included. This 

vector is included in the header of the packet [6, 9]. 

 

This action is repeated until the packets are collected at the 

receiver nodes. Each receiver node, � ∈ �, collects �′ ≥ � 

encoded packets that can be decoded if the selection is of 

sufficient rank. The use of Gaussian elimination for decoding 

requires !(�") operations where the increase in the number of 

source packets causes the complexity to grow significantly.   

 

This high complexity decoding scheme is not ideal to 

implement at receiver nodes with access to limited resources, 

for it is both time and resource consuming. Thus the need for a 

less complex decoding method. 

 

B. LT network coding [6] 

LT network coding eliminates the need for Gaussian 

elimination at the receiver nodes through the implementation 

of low complexity belief propagation decoding. LT codes are 

a low complexity approach to linear coding, where the packets 

are encoded according to specified degree distribution, �(�) 

[5]. A degree distribution specifies the number of source 

packets that must be included in each packet. For example: the 

degree of the encoded packet �� = { ��, �#, �$} is �%& = 3. The 

optimal degree distribution is described by the Robust Soliton 

distribution introduced in [5] and shown in Fig. 1. 

 

In the same manner as RLNC, the source node divides the 

data content into � source packets {��}�
��  of size  from the 

finite field ��. Nodes encode packets where the linear 

combination of source packets is defined by the degree 

distribution.  

 

The low complexity decoding algorithm of order  

!( ∙ � log �), is dependent on the statistical properties of the 

encoded packets used in the decoding process. 

 

 
Figure 1: The Robust Soliton distribution for � =  500. 

 

The decoding process can be described by the following 

algorithm [5]: 

1. Find an encoded packet, �� , 1 ≤ � ≤ �′, that only 

contains a single source packet, �� , 1 ≤ / ≤ �. 

2. Set source packet �� = �� and delete ��. 

3. Subtract the value of �� from all the other encoded 

packets {�0}0
���  that contains source packet ��. 
4. Repeat from (1) until all source packets �� , / ∈ {1, �} 

are determined. 

 

To ensure the success of the belief propagation decoding 

algorithm, the packets collected by the receiver nodes should 

adhere to this specific degree distribution. In order to achieve 

this, the intermediate nodes should not linearly combine the 

source packets randomly, but according to the Robust Soliton 

degree distribution. 

 

To obtain the specified distribution requires more 

computationally complex encoding than that of RLNC. 

Intermediate nodes do not always have access to all the 

packets available at the source node, so building encoded 

packets according to a specific degree distribution proves to be 

resource intensive. This is due to the intermediate nodes which 

require that the encoding of a packet of a specific degree be 

built from the encoded packets they receive.  

  

Note that each node receives random packets from the 

network including single-degree packets and packets of 

variable degrees containing a random collection of source 

packets. It is not guaranteed that all the source packets will be 

available at each network node and thus the new packet must 

be encoded from packets containing limited and arbitrary 

source packets. 

 

In this paper, we reduce the resource usage in the network 

by only applying the LT network coding algorithm in [6] to 

intermediate nodes directly connected to receiver nodes. The 

other network nodes use RLNC to encode their packets. This 

hybrid-LTNC method decreases the computational 

requirements of the network which reduces the resource usage 

in the network. 

 

In our study we design a simplified version of the algorithm 

proposed in [6], only looking at the degree-specific encoding 

of packets from the limited number of packets available at a 

node. 

III. MODEL 

From Section II we find that the belief propagation 

decoding algorithm relies on the statistical properties of the 

encoded packets collected at the network receiver nodes. We 

aim to deliver packets to receiver nodes that statistically match 

the Robust Soliton degree distribution, but only implement the 

specific encoding at nodes a single hop from the receiver 

nodes. The process applied at each intermediate network node 

is discussed subsequently. 
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An intermediate node establishes a connection with a 

neighboring node. The neighboring node then transmits a 

message via the feedback channel stating whether it is a 

receiver node or not. Based on the feedback information, the 

node then proceeds with the suitable encoding algorithm. 

 

When the connection established by an intermediate node is 

not with a receiver, the node implements the low complexity 

RLNC for packet encoding. The encoding of a new packet 

using RLNC, as discussed briefly in section II, has been 

thoroughly presented by many researchers [1, 2, 9].  

 

When the connection established by an intermediate node is 

with a receiver node, the following encoding procedure is 

followed to ensure that the receiver node receives packets 

according to the Robust Soliton degree distribution. This 

method is based on the method presented in [6]: 

 

1) Selecting a target degree: 

A target degree, �, is drawn from the Robust Soliton 

distribution. This target may not be reachable, meaning that no 

packet of degree � can be built from the packets present at the 

node. This is caused by the presence of the linear 

combinations of less than � source packets at the node: 

� / × 2(/)
3

�
�
< � (2) 

where 2(/) is the number of encoded packets of degree / 
available at the node. If the selected target degree is 

determined as unattainable, a new target degree is selected 

until it can be reached. 

 

2) Constructing packet of degree �: 

This step builds a new encoded packet of degree � from a 

set of received packets so that the sum of their degrees equals 

�. The difficulty of this problem lies in the fact that the sum of 

the packets’ degrees does not necessarily equal the degree of 

the sum of the packets. For example: a packet encoded from 

packets (��, �#, �$) and (�", �$), renders a packet of degree 3 

and not 5. 

 

The node first examines the packets to determine if there 

already exists a packet of degree �. When packets of degree �  

are present, such a packet is selected as the new packet to be 

transmitted. 

 

If no such packet is found, LT network coding implements 

a sub-optimal iterative process to construct a new packet of 

degree �. Firstly, the packets are evaluated in decreasing order 

of degrees, starting from � − 1, where a packet is selected and 

named, 6. Iteratively, packets are added to 6, evaluating the 

resulting degree, �7. When the addition of a packet increases 

�7  where �7 ≤ �, the new packet is added to 6. This process 

repeats until the target degree � is reached. When the target 

degree cannot be reached, the packet, 6, with the closest 

degree to � is used. 

IV. EVALUATION 

Next, we evaluate the performance by comparing the 

proposed hybrid-LTNC to the implementation of RLNC in the 

network and Gaussian elimination decoding at the receiver 

nodes; as well as complete LT network coding in the network 

nodes and belief propagation decoding at the receivers.  

 

A. Experimental setup 

We consider a randomly generated network with 8 = 100 

nodes and 9 = 20 receivers. The data transmitted by the 

source node to all the receiver nodes consists of approximately 

10000 packets in finite field ℱ(2;). These packets are divided 

into � transmission packets {��}�
��  of size  from ℱ(2;). The 

connectivity of the network is < ≥ �. This experimental setup 

is based on that of [9]. 

 

These packets are transmitted to the intermediate nodes in 

the network. When a node receives packets, it encodes a new 

information packet to transmit to connected nodes. We 

consider a multicast communication network and we assume a 

feedback channel allowing communication between nodes 

regarding connectivity to receiver nodes. 

 

With the implementation of the three different schemes 

discussed, different algorithms were implemented at 

intermediate and receiver nodes, as summarized below: 

 

1) Random linear network coding 

Intermediate nodes encode a new data packet by randomly 

generating coefficients for the linear combinations performed 

on the received packets. 

The receiver nodes implement decoding through Gaussian 

elimination on the received set of packets when of sufficient 

rank.  

 

2) LT network coding 

Intermediate nodes select a target degree from the Robust 

Soliton distribution. It encodes a new data packet by 

constructing it from the received packets as per the algorithm 

described in Section III. 

The receiver nodes implement belief propagation decoding 

on the encoded packets received from the network. 

 

3) Hybrid-LT*C 

When a node is directly connected to a receiver node, the 

new packet is encoded according to a specific target degree 

from the Robust Soliton distribution. Nodes not directly 

connected to a receiver node implement RLNC to encode a 

new packet.  

The receiver nodes implement belief propagation decoding 

on the packets received from the network. 

 

B. Experimental results 

Three different simulations were conducted to evaluate the 

trade-off between the performances of the different methods.   
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Figure 2: Relative packet encoding time per network node 

 

For each simulation, we conducted 25 Monte-Carlo 

simulations. We conducted our simulations for values of � 

ranging from 10 to 45, varying the size of  accordingly.  

 

1) Average packet encoding time per node  

In this simulation, we compare the relative computational 

time at the intermediate nodes of the network for the different 

methods.  

 

Fig. 2 depicts the average coding time per network node for 

a varying �. The average encoding time consumed by network 

nodes when implementing RLNC is shown as the solid dark 

line. The coding times per node for LT network coding and 

the proposed hybrid-LTNC method are represented by the 

solid light line and the broken line respectively. 

 

It can be observed that the network resource consumption 

for the implementation of RLNC is the lowest. This is 

expected, since the process of RLNC has a very low 

complexity. The implementation of LT network coding at all 

the intermediate nodes is the most resource consuming due to 

the more complex algorithm run at every intermediate network 

node. The hybrid-LTNC method shows a smaller use of 

resource usage at the intermediate nodes. It is clear that the 

selected use of the LT network coding algorithm reduces the 

overall computational complexity of the network. 

 

The complexity of all the algorithms increases as the 

number of source packets, �, increase. Although the size, , 

of each block becomes smaller, the size of the coding vector 

increases. The process of constructing a new packet from 

received packets uses the coding vector in the calculations, 

resulting in an increasingly more complex method when the 

coding vectors are increased. 

 

Also, the complexity of the Hybrid-LT method approaches 

that of the LT network coding method as � becomes large. As 

the number of � and the network connectivity increases, the 

number of intermediate nodes connected to receiver nodes 

increases.  

 
Figure 3: Relative decoding time per receiver node 

 

2) Receiver decoding time 

In this experiment, we analyse the average decoding time at 

the receiver nodes for Gaussian elimination and belief 

propagation decoding. Fig. 3 plots the average decoding time 

per receiver node for a varying value of �. 

 

Fig. 3 confirms that the belief propagation decoding 

algorithm is less resource intensive than that of Gaussian 

elimination.  

 

It can be observed that the resource consumption increases 

with the increase of �, although the size of  decreases.  This 

can be confirmed by the order of complexity of this decoding 

algorithm, !( ∙ � log �). We can see that the number of 

source packets has a bigger impact on the decoding 

complexity than the size of the block. 

 

Also, the receivers decode on average faster when all the 

network nodes implement LT network coding, instead of only 

those connected to the receiver nodes. The degrees selected 

from the Robust Soliton distribution are mostly very low, so 

when an intermediate node receives randomly encoded 

packets and then needs to encode a packet of a low degree, the 

target may not be reachable. This interferes with the statistical 

properties of the packets needed for decoding and hence 

increases the decoding time at the receiver nodes. 

 

3) Additional packets 

This simulation evaluates the number of additional packets 

required by each receiver node to successfully implement 

belief propagation for decoding. Fig. 4 plots the percentage of 

additional packets required for LT network coding or hybrid-

LTNC in terms of varying �. 

 

From Fig. 4 it can be seen that the number of additional 

packets collected by receivers for successful decoding is high, 

but reduces as � get larger; while the additional packets 

needed to implement Gaussian elimination is lower. Gaussian 

elimination only requires a set of packets of sufficient rank,  
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Figure 4: Percentage additional packets required at a receiver node 

 

regardless of the structure of the source packets contained in 

them. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we conducted a comparative study of the 

hybrid-LTNC and LT network coding schemes. The former 

scheme is a combination of RLNC and LT network coding, 

extracting the low complexity advantages of both schemes. 

The implementation of this method in a RLNC network 

reduces the computational complexity of the network at the 

intermediate network nodes and allows for the implementation 

of a low complexity decoding scheme at the receiver nodes. 

 

The disadvantage of this method is an increase in the 

additional packets needed to be collected by the receiver nodes 

before successful low complexity decoding can be completed. 

This in turn results in a longer decoding period at the receiver 

nodes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Future work includes the optimization of the LT network 

coding algorithm to ensure accurate encoding of packets of the 

needed target degrees. This optimization will reduce the 

number of additional packets required for decoding which in 

turn will render faster decoding times. 
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Abstract—The Hybrid- Luby Transform network code is an 

encoding method proposed for the implementation in 

communication networks employing random linear network 

coding. This method enables receiver nodes to implement low 

complexity belief propagation decoding. In this paper we 

show that the implementation of sparse random linear network 

coding and a less frequent buffer flushing policy to H-LTNC 

enables near optimal belief propagation decoding in a random 

linear network coding scenario.  

 

Index Terms— Belief propagation decoding, Fountain 

codes, LT codes, Random Linear �etwork Coding. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

One of the criteria for measuring the effectiveness of a 

communication network is to determine its ability to transmit a 

bulk of data from the source to receiver nodes. There exist 

several challenges regarding effective information 

transmission in networks due to interference from other 

devices, environmental factors, as well as limited available 

resources.  

 

In a network where the transmission between source and 

receiver nodes can be modelled by an erasure channel, 

fountain codes can be a very effective method of 

communication. Fountain codes, which are rateless codes, 

include Luby Transform (LT) codes [1] and Raptor codes [2]. 

Fountain codes require the source node to transmit � encoded 

source packets to the receiver via intermediate network nodes 

that only implement a store-and-forward algorithm to the 

packets they receive. A receiver is then able to decode the 

transmitted data when it receives � encoded packets, where 

� = � + � with � small in relation to � [1]. LT codes and 

Raptor codes require the source packets to be encoded 

according to a specific degree distribution as this distribution 

of packets allows for the implementation of a low complexity 

belief propagation (BP) decoding algorithm.  

 

The store-and-forward technique implemented at the 

intermediate nodes of the communication network does not 

allow for the optimal utilisation of the communication 

channel. In order to utilise the communication channel 

optimally, Ho et al. [3] suggested the implementation of 

 
 

random linear network coding (RLNC). The implementation 

of linear coding at the intermediate nodes of the network leads 

to an improvement in the utilisation of network capacity which 

improves network throughput [4].  

 

RLNC is a method that can easily be implemented in a 

practical network scenario by allowing intermediate nodes to 

randomly and linearly encode the packets received on their 

incoming edges to produce a new encoded packet. When the 

encoding at the intermediate nodes is done randomly and the 

operations are in a large enough finite field, the multicast 

capacity of the network can be reached [3]. 

 

The use of fountain codes in conjunction with RLNC in a 

communication network offers the advantage of low 

complexity BP decoding in a network that communicates at 

multicast capacity. LT codes require the encoding of packets 

to be according to the Robust Soliton (RS) degree distribution 

[1]. The random linear encoding at the intermediate network 

nodes, however, leads to degree degeneration where the 

specified input degree distribution degenerates with each 

random recoding at intermediate nodes in the network [5] so 

that the BP decoding at the receivers fail [6]. 

 

Several methods [6]-[8] have been presented to prevent the 

occurrence of degree degeneration at intermediate nodes 

allowing for the successful implementation of fountain codes 

in a RLNC environment. In this paper, we propose 

improvements on the method presented in [7] to allow linear 

encoding at most of the intermediate network nodes and low 

complexity BP decoding at the receivers.  

II. BACKGROUND 

 

A. Random linear network coding 

Consider an acyclic network � =  (	, ℇ) implementing 

RLNC. The network consists of a single source node  ∈ 	 

and a set of sink nodes � = ���, … , �|�|�, � ⊂ 	. The 

achievable rate at which  can multicast the source packets 

reliably to the set of receivers � is �(, �). The maximum flow 

of the network for any � ∈ � is the upper bound on �(, �), 

thus min-cut (, �) ≥ � [9]. 

 

The source data is divided into � packets,  

� = [��, ��, … , ��] where �  represents the !th source packet 

of size " in a finite field # of size $. These source packets are 
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multicast over the edges ℇ of the network from . The 

intermediate nodes randomly and linearly combine, through 

X-OR operations, the packets received on their incoming 

edges %′ to form a new encoded packet for transmission on 

their outgoing edges %. The encoding complexity at each 

intermediate node equals '("(), where ( is the size of the 

buffer [6]. In the header of each transmitted packet is a coding 

vector of length �, describing the included source packets 

� ⊆ � [10]. 

 

Each receiver node � ∈ � collects a set of � ≥ � encoded 

packets * = [+�, +�, … , +,] from the network where the 

packets’  global encoding vectors form the column vectors of 

a � × � matrix . where 

 

� × . = *. (1) 

 

The finite field #0 of the global encoding vectors is 

sufficiently large so that . is invertible with high probability 

when � is only slightly larger than �. The solution of the 

linear system of equations in (1) decodes the source packets � 

[10]. 

 

Traditionally the decoding method employed in RLNC 

networks is Gaussian Elimination whose matrix inversion 

algorithm is computationally complex and of order  
'(�1 + "��) [6]. However, when the global encoding vectors 

in . resemble that of the RS degree distribution, low 

complexity BP decoding would be a more efficient decoding 

method. 

 

B. Fountain codes 

Fountain codes, which include LT codes, are a low 

complexity approach to linear coding. The optimal degree 

distribution for LT codes is described by the RS distribution. 

The encoding and decoding complexity of LT codes are 

'("� log �). 

 

The BP decoding process can be described by the following 

algorithm [1]: 

1. Find an encoded packet, +5 , 1 ≤ 8 ≤ �, that only 

contains a single source packet, � , 1 ≤ ! ≤ �.  

2. Set source packet � = +5  and delete +5 . 

3. Subtract the value of �  from all the other encoded 

packets {+:}:<�,  that contains source packet � . 
4. Repeat from (1) until all source packets � , 1 ≤ ! ≤ � 

are determined. 

 

C. RL�C and Fountain codes 

It can be seen that if fountain codes are to be implemented 

in a RLNC environment, all the intermediate network nodes 

are not able to simply create random linear coded packets for 

transmission. BP decoding at the receivers require the 

encoding of packets to be according to the RS degree 

distribution. Thus an encoding method that prevents the 

occurrence of degree degeneration needs to be implemented at 

intermediate nodes allowing for the successful implementation 

of fountain codes in a RLNC environment. 

 

A method called LT network codes (LTNC) was suggested 

in [8] where each intermediate network node is forced to 

encode packets according to the specified RS degree 

distribution. The implementation of LTNC allows for BP at 

the receiver nodes of the network, but the algorithm 

implemented at each intermediate node is of very high 

complexity as it runs sub-optimal coding and refining steps.  

 

An improvement to LTNC, called Hybrid-LT network 

coding (H-LTNC), was proposed in [7]. In H-LTNC most of 

the intermediate nodes implement RLNC and only nodes 

connected to the receiver nodes implement a simplified LTNC 

encoding algorithm. It was found that the implementation of 

the LTNC algorithm at all the intermediate nodes is 

unnecessary as the receivers only obtain packets from network 

nodes they are connected to. The use of H-LTNC in a RLNC 

network reduces the encoding complexity at the intermediate 

network nodes and still allows for the implementation of BP 

decoding at the receiver nodes. 

 

In this paper we present an improved H-LTNC, Enhanced 

H-LTNC (EH-LTNC) to ensure accurate encoding of packets 

of the needed target degrees at intermediate network nodes. 

This optimisation reduces the number of additional packets 

required for decoding and reduces the decoding delay of the 

method. 

III. HYBRID-LT NETWORK CODES 

 

In this section we shall provide a brief description of the  

H-LTNC method at intermediate nodes as presented in [7]. 

 

Consider � source packets of size " in a finite field # of 

size $. Each intermediate node = ∈ 	 collects packets from its 

incoming edges %′, +(%>?), where @ is the number of incoming 

edges. As these packets arrive at the node, they are stored in a 

buffer. As soon as the node is presented with a transmission 

opportunity, an outgoing packet +(%) is created to be 

transmitted on the outgoing edges %. This outgoing packet is a 

linear combination of the packets present in the coding buffer 

of the node: 

 

+(%) = A BC(%>)+(%>)
DE

 (2) 

 

where BC is the local encoding vector of packet +(%).  
 

The aim of this method is to employ RLNC as far as 

possible in the network, while still ultimately implementing a 

low complexity BP decoding algorithm. The BP decoding 

algorithm relies on the statistical properties of the encoded 

packets collected from the incoming edges at a network 

receiver node, which are in the form 
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+(%>) = A FDE� 

�

 <�
 (3) 

 

with FDE the global encoding vector of received encoded 

packet +(%>).  

 

When the degrees of the received packets G[+(%>?)] adhere 

to the RS distribution, BP can be implemented successfully.  

 

In H-LTNC, before an encoded packet can be transmitted 

from one node to another, a connection is established between 

the neighbouring nodes. The receiving node transmits a 

message via the feedback channel stating whether it is a 

receiver node or not. Based on the feedback information, each 

node is categorised as a random coding node or fountain 

coding node and then proceeds with the suitable encoding 

algorithm.  

 

A. Random coding nodes 

When the connection established by an intermediate node is 

not with a receiver, the node implements low complexity 

RLNC for packet encoding of order '("(). The local 

encoding vectors BC as shown in (2) are chosen randomly and 

independently from #0 to construct an encoded packet +(%) of 

a random degree G[+(%)]. 
 

B. Fountain coding nodes 

When the connection established by an intermediate node is 

with a receiver node, the encoding node applies a different 

encoding procedure so that the receiver node receives packets 

encoded according to the RS degree distribution. This method 

is formally presented in [7]. 

 

Firstly, the receiver node draws a target degree GH from the 

RS distribution and communicates this value to the fountain 

coding node. The fountain coding node then examines the 

encoded packets +(%>?) in its buffer and the degrees of the 

packets in the buffer are determined G[+(%>?)]. 
 

If a packet of the target degree GH is present in the buffer it 

is selected as the new outgoing packet where 

 

+(%) = +(%> ) (4) 

 

and G[+(%> )] = GH. Thus the node only acts as a forwarding 

node and runs an algorithm of order '("(). 

 

If there is no packet of GH in the buffer of the node, packets 

whose linear combination can produce a packet where 

G[+(%)] = GH are selected for encoding of +(%). When the 

target degree GH cannot be reached, the packet with the closest 

degree to GH is used. This encoding method is complex and 

scales exponentially.  

 

This encoding algorithm employed at the fountain coding 

nodes enables the use of BP decoding at the receiver nodes 

due to the arriving packets being from the RS degree 

distribution. The standard method for BP decoding described 

in Section II B is implemented at the receiver nodes for 

decoding. 

IV. ENHANCED H-LTNC 

 

In [7] it was shown that the H-LTNC method enables the 

successful use of BP decoding at the receiver nodes. The 

disadvantage of this method, however, was an increase in the 

additional packets needed to be collected by the receiver nodes 

before BP decoding could be completed successfully. This 

resulted in a longer decoding delay at the receiver nodes when 

compared to LTNC where all nodes are forced to encode 

packets according to the RS degree distribution. 

 

The reason for the requirement of more additional packets 

and the longer decoding delay was a result of a received 

degree distribution that does not match that of the required RS 

distribution. The encoding method employed at the fountain 

coding nodes was not optimally constructed in order to 

produce the required distribution, resulting in sub optimal 

decoding. We now present two modifications to the 

intermediate network nodes to ensure the accurate encoding of 

packets of the needed target degrees. This optimisation 

reduces the number of additional packets required for 

decoding which in turn will render minimum decoding delays. 

 

A. Sparse RL�C 

The first improvement made to the H-LTNC method is to 

allow random coding nodes to employ sparse RLNC. 

Previously in the random coding nodes, packets were encoded 

randomly, but non-sparse. The probability of successful 

decoding for sparse RLNC is comparable to that of traditional 

RLNC when coding is done in a large finite field #0 and the 

density of non-zero symbols in the global encoding vectors 

FDE are greater than a certain threshold value [11]. 

 

In [7] when the fountain coding nodes received non-sparse 

packets to encode a packet of a low degree, the target degree 

was frequently not attainable. This interfered with the 

statistical properties of the packets needed for BP decoding.  

 

In our network scenario the fountain coding nodes are 

required to construct packets of mostly low degrees adhering 

to the RS degree distribution. As shown in (2), the local 

encoding vector BC for each encoded packet +(%) formed is 

chosen from a sufficiently large finite field #0. As an 

improvement, the encoding vectors are chosen to be sparse so 

that the average degrees of the encoded packets remain low. 

Thus when fountain coding nodes receive encoded packets of 

relatively low degrees, the construction of a packet of a low 

degree from the RS degree distribution is simplified greatly 

and a packet of the target degree can be constructed 

successfully with high probability.  

 

At the random coding nodes when RLNC are performed 
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with sparse linear combinations the encoding complexity at 

the nodes is also reduced.  

 

B. Buffer flushing policy 

In a wireless network environment the buffers of the 

intermediate nodes are flushed periodically according to a 

flushing policy [10]. Thus packets received at the incoming 

edges of a node are stored in the buffer and then flushed from 

it after a certain time has passed. This allows for the periodic 

construction of new encoded packets consisting of possibly 

new source packets.  

 

In our network environment modelled by a random 

geometric graph (RGG) with I nodes and a minimum cut 

between source and receiver nodes of min-cut (, �) ≥ �, the 

average number of incoming edges per intermediate nodes are 

|%>|JKD =  √I. In the previous work done in [7] the flushing 

policy of the network was set to flush the nodes’ buffers at 

intervals equating to the reception of approximately √I 

packets. Thus each node must construct a new encoded packet 

from approximately √I received packets. For the fountain 

coding nodes that must construct a packet of a specific degree, 

the limited number of packets in its buffer can limit the 

success of packet encoding. Adjusting the flushing policy of 

these nodes to flush incoming packets at less frequent 

intervals, the buffers would contain more packets. This gives 

each fountain coding node a wider selection of packets which 

would enable it to construct a packet of a specific degree more 

accurately. 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

In this section we evaluate the BP decoding performance 

when different encoding methods are implemented in the 

RLNC network environment. We evaluate the decoding delay, 

the received degree distribution and the encoding complexity 

for each encoding method used. 

 

As discussed in Section IV B, we consider a network 

environment that can be modelled by a random geometric 

graph (RGG) with I = 100 nodes and a single source  and 

receiver node �. The minimum cut between source and 

receiver nodes is min-cut (, �) ≥ �. The data transmitted by 

the source to the receiver consists of approximately 10000 

packets in the finite field #�N . These packets are divided into � 

transmission packets {O } <��  of size ". We conducted 1000 

Monte-Carlo simulations for various values of �. This 

experimental setup is based on that of [10].  

 

We consider a multicast communication network and 

assume a feedback channel allowing communication between 

nodes regarding connectivity to receiver nodes. The receiver 

node implements low complexity BP decoding. 

 

A. Decoding delay 

Decoding delay can be seen as the elapsed time between the 

reception of a packet at a receiver node and the decoding 

thereof [12]. When packets are received that adhere to the RS 

distribution, the decoding delay should be equal to zero as this 

distribution ensures optimal decoding. 

 

We denote P as the timestep of the simulation when � 

obtains a new packet from the network. We denote the global 

rank of the network as I�, which is equal to the number of 

source packets �. The rank present at receiver node � at time P 

is defined as I�(P). The source packets decodable by node � 

are defined as effective packets and the total number of 

effective packets at � up to time P is denoted as Q�(P). 

 

Fig. 1 shows the normalised Q�(P)/I� decoding curves for 

H-LTNC, EH-LTNC and a simplified version of LTNC for 

� =  35.  

 
Figure 1: Decoding delay for BP decoding for � = 35 

The curve I�(P)/I� shows the normalised value of the rank 

available at �, which expresses the total number of source 

packets possibly decodable at time P. This curve gives the 

lower limit of decoding delay for any system at time P. 

 

The graph shows that EH-LTNC renders a large 

improvement in the decoding delay compared to H-LTNC. 

Where the H-LTNC method has an approximate decoding 

delay of P = 10, the decoding delay of EH-LTNC is 

approximately zero. This shows that EH-LTNC is an accurate 

encoding method to produce packets suitable for BP decoding 

in a RLNC network. When compared to the LTNC method, 

the results are approximately the same. 

 

B. Received degree distributions 

Next we evaluate the degree distributions of the packets 

obtained by the receiver nodes for each encoding method.  

Fig. 2a shows the RS degree distribution for � = 35 where 

U = 0.2 and � = 0.5. The degree distribution of the received 

packets are shown in Fig. 2 b,c,d for the implementation of  

H-LTNC, EH-LTNC and a simplified version of LTNC. 

 

It can be seen that H-LTNC produces a degree distribution 
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that is not comparable to the RS distribution. EH-LTNC 

produces packets with degrees that are comparable to the RS 

distribution, which shows that the improvement of sparse 

encoding and extended flushing times allow for the accurate 

encoding of packets from the RS distribution. This 

corresponds to the results shown in Fig. 1 that the production 

of packets of the RS distribution is done accurately and that 

packets are decoded successfully via BP decoding with 

minimal decoding delay.  

 

The results of EH-LTNC are also comparable to the 

computationally complex LTNC method which supports the 

findings depicted in Fig. 1.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Received degree distributions 

 

C. Encoding complexity 

The EH-LTNC method produces the same results for 

decoding as the LTNC method. The advantage of the 

presented method, however, is that it has a lower encoding 

complexity than LTNC. 

 

The LTNC method requires a complex encoding algorithm 

at all the intermediate network nodes. In our network 

environment with a min-cut (, �) ≥ �, the effective number 

of incoming edges of a receiver node are |%>| =  �. Thus most 

of the intermediate nodes perform RLNC and only nodes 

connected to a receiver implement the complex encoding 

algorithm. With a network of I nodes and min-cut (, �) ≥ �, 

approximately � nodes are fountain coding nodes and (I − �) 

are random coding nodes. Thus the relationship between 

network size I and � determines the encoding advantage of 

EH-LTNC over that of LTNC.  

VI.  CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper we presented improvements to the H-LTNC 

method presented in [7]. The Enhanced H-LTNC method 

allows for the use of fountain codes in conjunction with 

RLNC in a communication network to allow low complexity 

BP decoding in a network that communicates at multicast 

capacity. The presented method allows low complexity linear 

encoding at most of the intermediate network nodes as well as 

a low decoding complexity with the use of BP decoding. 

 

We showed that when RLNC are performed with sparse 

linear combinations and packet buffers are flushed at less 

frequent intervals, EH-LTNC renders a decoding delay which 

approaches that of the lower limit. This is because the method 

allows for the accurate encoding of packets that closely 

resembles the RS degree distribution enabling receiver nodes 

to successfully implement BP decoding. The EH-LTNC 

method retains the low complexity encoding of H-LTNC.   

 

The presented method has the largest encoding complexity 

advantage in networks where the ratio between min-cut and 

number of nodes (�/I) is small. In wireless sensor networks 

information packets are traditionally small and may only 

consist of a few bits [13] where the data is transmitted to a 

sink via a group of intermediate nodes.  Thus the wireless 

sensor network environment is suitable for the implementation 

of this method. 
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Abstract: Implementing Belief Propagation decoding methods at receiver nodes in Random Linear 

Network Coding networks rather than traditional matrix inversion has the advantage of smaller 

decoding delay and complexity. The penalty is an increase in network resource usage due to 

complex encoding methods at network nodes. We introduce and study an encoding method which 

allows the implementation of Belief Propagation decoding in a Random Linear Network Coding 

environment that improves on the existing encoding method in terms of network resource usage at 

network nodes. 

 

Keywords: Belief propagation decoding, Luby Transform codes, Network Coding, Random Linear 

Network Coding. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In a network environment one challenge is to provide effective communication between source and 

receiver nodes so that the maximum capacity can be achieved and unreliable communication 

channels can be overcome. A method to utilize the capacity in decentralised networks is called 

Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC) [1]. Implementation of RLNC yields practical solutions for 

decentralised networks with limited resources [2, 3] and allows improved network utilisation [4]. 

Fountain codes which include Luby Transform (LT) codes [5] and Raptor codes [6] are ideal for 

erasure channels where no feedback is needed from the receiver nodes to the source regarding 

retransmission of erased packets.  

 

For LT coding the source transmits encoded packets consisting of linear combinations of a subset of 

the � source packets with the degree of each packet determined by the Robust Soliton (RS) 

distribution. These packets are continually transmitted via intermediate network nodes until all the 

receivers have successfully decoded the source information through Belief Propagation (BP) [5].  

 

A RLNC environment, however, relies on the random encoding of packets at the intermediate 

network nodes. Source packets of the RS distribution cannot retain their distribution characteristics 

when transmitted over a network with RLNC. The random linear encoding at the intermediate 

network nodes leads to degree degeneration where the specified input degree distribution 

degenerates with each random recoding at intermediate nodes in the network [7] so that the BP 

decoding at the receivers fail [8]. 
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The authors in [9] developed an encoding procedure, called LT network codes (LTNC) for content 

dissemination networks. This method forces all intermediate network nodes in a decentralised 

network to encode their packets according to the RS distribution where possible, so that no degree 

distribution degeneration would appear. This method allows low complexity BP at the receiver 

nodes but encoding proves to be resource intensive. Another method was introduced in [8] to 

transmit data over a communication network where the receivers also implement BP decoding. 

These codes require encoding steps of linear complexity but a pre-decoding step with quadratic 

complexity. 

 

In a network environment where data is only communicated between source and receiver, the LTNC 

method can be adapted and improved to allow linear encoding at most of the intermediate network 

nodes and low complexity BP decoding at the receivers. In this paper, we propose a hybrid encoding 

method that reduces the use of encoding resources at intermediate network nodes while 

maintaining the low complexity BP decoding scheme. 

 

2. BACKGROUND 

 

2.1 Random Linear Network Coding 

 

Consider an acyclic network � =  (�, ℇ) consisting of a single source node 
 ∈ � and a set of sink 

nodes � = ��, … , �|�|�, � ⊂ �. The source data is divided into � packets, � = [��, ��, … , ��] 
where �� represents the �th source packet of size � in a finite field � of size �. These source packets 

are multicast over the edges ℇ of the network from 
. The achievable rate at which 
 can multicast 

the source packets reliably to the set of receivers � is  (
, �). The maximum flow of the network for 

any � ∈ � is the upper bound on  (
, �), thus min-cut (
, �) ≥ � [10]. 

 

Each intermediate node " ∈ � collects packets from its incoming edges #′ and stores it in a buffer. 

As soon as the node is presented with a transmission opportunity, an outgoing packet is created to 

be transmitted on the outgoing edges #. The outgoing packet is created by randomly and linearly 

combining, through X-OR operations, the packets stored in the node buffer. The encoding 

complexity at each intermediate node equals %(�&), where & is the size of the buffer [8]. In the 

header of each transmitted packet is a coding vector of length �, describing the included source 

packets � ⊆ � [11]. 

 

This action is repeated until the packets reach the receiver nodes. Each receiver node � ∈ � collects 

a set of ( ≥ � encoded packets ) = [*�, *�, … , *+] from the network. These received packets has 

the form   

 

*, = - .�,/�
�

�0�
 , 1 = 1,2, … , ( (1) 

 

where {.�,} are the random coefficients from �6 forming a vector of size �, describing the source 

packets included � ⊆ � [11]. This vector 7, forms a column vector of a � × ( matrix 9 where 

 

� × 9 = ). (2) 

 

The finite field �6 of the global encoding vectors is sufficiently large so that 9 is invertible with high 

probability when ( is only slightly larger than �. The solution of the linear system of equations in (2) 

decodes the source packets � [11]. 
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Traditionally the decoding method employed in RLNC networks is Gaussian Elimination (GE) whose 

matrix inversion algorithm is computationally complex and of order %(�; + ���) [8]. This high 

complexity decoding scheme is not ideal to implement at receiver nodes as it is both time and 

resource consuming. Thus the need exist for a less complex decoding method in this environment.  

 

2.2 Belief Propagation Decoding 

 

Belief Propagation decoding is a low complexity decoding algorithm of order %(��=>.�) and is 

dependent on the statistical properties of the encoded packets. All packets must adhere to the RS 

degree distribution. A degree distribution specifies the number of source packets that must be 

included in each packet. For example: the degree of the encoded packet ?� = { /�, /�, /@} is ABC = 3. 

 

This degree distribution ensures that decoding can commence as soon as a single-degree packet is 

received. The decoding process can be described by the following algorithm [5]: 

Find an encoded packet, ?, , 1 ≤ 1 ≤ (, that only contains a single source packet, /�, 1 ≤ � ≤ �. 

Set source packet /� = ?, and delete ?,. 

Subtract the value of /� from all the other encoded packets {?F}F0�,FG,+  that contains source packet 

/�. 
Repeat from (1) until all source packets /�, � ∈ {1, �} are determined. 

 

It can be seen that the specific degree distribution is imperative to the success of the decoding 

method. A decentralised network cannot retain this distribution when RLNC is implemented al all 

the network nodes.  

 

2.3 LT network coding [9] 

 

LTNC is a method developed to combat degree degeneration in a decentralised network 

environment. In order to do so, all intermediate network nodes must implement a complex encoding 

algorithm ensuring that all transmitted packets adhere to the RS distribution. The encoding steps of 

LT network codes consist of two steps: recoding and refining. The encoding method is described 

briefly. 

 

2.3.1 Recoding 

An intermediate node draws a target degree AH from the RS distribution and examines the degrees 

of the encoded packets in its buffer. The target degree may not be reachable, as the maximum 

reachable AH is upper bounded by the number of source symbols present in the node buffer. If the 

value of AH is higher than the number of source packets present in the buffer, a new target degree is 

selected. 

 

The recoding of a new AH-degree packet involves a sub-optimal solution where packets are 

examined according to decreasing orders of degrees. A packet with a degree closest to AH is selected 

and packets are  

X-OR’ed when the addition of the specific packet increases the degree but keeps it smaller or equal 

than AH. This process iterates until the target degree is reached. When the target degree cannot be 

reached, the encoded packet with the degree closest to AH is selected. 

 

2.3.2 Refining 

After the recoding step, the new encoded packet is refined by the replacement of frequent source 

packets with less frequent packets. This is done in order to reduce the variance of the degree 

distribution of the native packets used. The information regarding the frequency of the transmitted 

source packets are available in a network wide data structure which is updated each time a new 
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encoded packet is transmitted. This method iteratively replaces frequently occurring source packets 

with less frequent ones by using decoded source packets or encoded packets of degree 2 stored in a 

buffer of each intermediate node. 

 

2.3.3 Disadvantages of LTNC 

It can be seen that the algorithm implemented at each intermediate node has high complexity as it 

runs sub-optimal coding and refining steps. The refining step requires that all intermediate nodes 

need to keep 1 and 2 degree packets in a buffer for the replacement of source packets in the refining 

step. This requires that all the buffers of the intermediate nodes are to be larger than in a traditional 

RLNC environment. The refining step also requires a centralised system to record the frequency of 

the source packets transmitted, which is not practical in a decentralised RLNC network. 

 

In this paper, we reduce the resource usage in the network by only applying the recoding step of the 

LTNC algorithm in to intermediate nodes directly connected to receiver nodes. The other network 

nodes use RLNC. This hybrid-LTNC method decreases the computational requirements of the 

network nodes and eliminates the need for a centralised system. 

 

3. HYBRID- LTNC 

 

From Section 2 we find that the Belief Propagation decoding algorithm only relies on the statistical 

properties of the encoded packets collected at the network receiver nodes. Thus the 

implementation of the LTNC algorithm at all the intermediate nodes is unnecessary as the receivers 

only obtain packets from network nodes they are connected to. We can encode the data randomly 

and only enforce the encoding of RS distributed packets once they are required: a single hop from 

the receiver nodes.  

 

In this paper we introduce an improvement to LTNC, called Hybrid-LT network coding (H-LTNC). The 

Hybrid-LT network coding method reduces the resource usage in the network, but still allows the 

implementation of BP decoding through the delivery of packets that statistically match the RS 

degree distribution at the receiver nodes. To achieve this, the recoding step of LTNC algorithm is 

only implemented at intermediate nodes a single hop from the receiver nodes in order to allow the 

reception of packets from the RS degree distribution. The other network nodes use RLNC to encode 

their packets.  

 

In this situation where only the nodes closest to the receivers implement LTNC, we regard the 

implementation of the refining step of LTNC redundant. If the network is well connected, we accept 

that RLNC encoding will ensure that the packets arriving at the last-hop nodes will have an 

acceptable variance. The elimination of this step not only simplifies the encoding method which 

decreases the computational requirements, but eliminates the need for a network wide structure as 

well as additional storage buffers at the intermediate nodes. 

 

In H-LTNC, before an encoded packet can be transmitted from one node to another, a connection is 

established between the neighbouring nodes. The receiving node transmits a message via the 

feedback channel stating whether it is a receiver node or not. Based on the feedback information, 

each node is categorised as a RLNC node or LTNC node and then proceeds with the suitable encoding 

algorithm. The process applied at each intermediate network node is discussed subsequently. 

 

3.1 RLNC nodes 

 

When the connection established by an intermediate node is not with a receiver, the node 

implements low complexity RLNC for packet encoding. The local encoding vectors are chosen 
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randomly and independently from �6 to construct an encoded packet of a random degree. This 

method is discussed in Section 2, has been thoroughly presented by many researchers [1, 2, 11].  

 

3.2 LTNC nodes 

 

When the connection established by an intermediate node is with a receiver node, the following 

encoding procedure is followed to ensure that the receiver node receives packets according to the 

RS degree distribution. This method is based on the recoding step of LTNC and the steps are 

discussed subsequently. 

 

Firstly, the receiver node draws a target degree AH from the RS distribution and communicates this 

value to LTNC node. The LTNC node then examines the degrees of the packets in its buffer. If a 

packet of the target degree AH is present in the buffer it is selected as the new outgoing packet. If no 

packet of target degree AH is found, LTNC nodes implement the sub-optimal iterative process to 

construct a new packet of degree AH. This step builds a new encoded packet of degree AH from a set 

of received packets so that the sum of their degrees equals AH. The difficulty of this problem lies in 

the fact that the sum of the packets’ degrees does not necessarily equal the degree of the sum of 

the packets. For example: a packet encoded from packets (/�, /�, /@) and (/;, /@), renders a packet 

of degree 3 and not 5.  

 

The packets are evaluated in decreasing order of degrees, starting from AH, where a packet is 

selected and named, J. Iteratively, packets are added to J, evaluating the resulting degree, AK. When 

the addition of a packet increases AK where AK ≤ AH, the new packet is added to J. This process 

repeats until the target degree AH is reached. When the target degree cannot be reached, the 

packet, J, with the closest degree to AH is used.  

 

3.3 Reachability of RS distribution at receivers 

 

Evaluating the degree distribution of the packets received at the receiver nodes for H-LTNC and 

LTNC, it was found that the required RS distribution was reached more successfully when all the 

network nodes implement LTNC, instead of only those connected to the receiver nodes (H-LTNC). 

This results in suboptimal BP decoding for H-LTNC as more packets are required at the receivers for 

decoding. The need for additional encoded packets at the receiver nodes lead to an increase in 

decoding delay. The decoding delay attained by the method can be seen in Fig. 1 in Section 4. 

 

We determined that the encoding method employed at the LTNC nodes in H-LTNC was not optimally 

constructed in order to produce packets that match the RS distribution. In this situation the LTNC 

nodes must construct packets of mostly low degrees (RS distribution) from packets with normally 

distributed degrees received from the RLNC nodes. Encoding a low degree packet from packets with 

higher degrees frequently makes the target degree not attainable that interferes with the statistical 

properties of the packets needed for BP decoding. 

 

We now present two modifications to the intermediate network nodes to improve the accurate 

encoding of packets at LTNC nodes. This optimisation reduces the number of additional packets 

required for decoding which in turn will render minimum decoding delays. 

 

3.3.1 Sparse RLNC 

The first improvement made to the H-LTNC method is the employment of sparse RLNC encoding at 

the RLNC nodes. In [12] it was shown that the efficiency of sparse RLNC is comparable to that of 

traditional RLNC when coding is done in a large finite field �6 and the density of non-zero symbols in 

the global encoding vectors 7,, 1 = 1,2, … , ( are greater than a certain threshold value. 
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The encoding vectors at RLNC nodes are chosen to be sparse so that the average degrees of the 

encoded packets remain low. Thus when LTNC nodes receive encoded packets of relatively low 

degrees, the construction of a packet of a low degree from the RS degree distribution is simplified 

and a packet of the target degree can be constructed successfully with high probability. Also, when 

sparse RLNC is employed, the encoding complexity at the RLNC nodes is reduced.  

 

3.3.2 Buffer flushing policy 

In a wireless network environment the buffers of the intermediate nodes are flushed periodically 

according to a flushing policy [11]. Thus packets received at the incoming edges of a node are stored 

in the buffer and then flushed after a certain time has passed. This allows for the periodic 

construction of new encoded packets consisting of possibly new source packets.  

 

For the LTNC nodes that must construct a packet of a specific degree, the limited number of packets 

in its buffer can limit the success of packet encoding. Adjusting the flushing policy of these nodes to 

flush incoming packets at less frequent intervals, the buffers would contain more packets. This gives 

each LTNC node a wider selection of packets which would enable it to construct a packet of a 

specific degree more accurately. 

 

4. EVALUATION 

 

Next, we evaluate the performance by comparing the proposed H-LTNC to RLNC and LTNC in a 

decentralised network. 

 

4.1 Experimental setup 

 

We consider a network environment that can be modelled by a random geometric graph (RGG) with 

L = 100 nodes and a single source 
 and receiver nodes � ⊂ �. The minimum cut between source 

and receiver nodes is min-cut (
, �) ≥ �, � ∈ �. The data transmitted by the source to a receiver 

consists of approximately 10000 packets in the finite field ��N where packets are divided into � 

transmission packets {/�}�0��  of size � and coding is performed over ��. We conducted 1000 Monte-

Carlo simulations for various values of �, varying the size of � accordingly. This experimental setup 

is based on that of [3, 11].  

 

We consider a multicast communication network and we assume a feedback channel allowing 

communication between nodes regarding connectivity to receiver nodes.  

 

4.2 Decoding delay 

 

Decoding delay can be seen as the elapsed time between the reception of a packet at a receiver 

node and the decoding thereof [13]. When packets are received that adhere to the RS distribution, 

the decoding delay should be equal to zero as this distribution ensures optimal decoding. 

 

We denote J as the timestep of the simulation when a receiver � obtains a new packet from the 

network. We denote the global rank of the network as L�, which is equal to the number of source 

packets �. The rank present at receiver node � at time J is defined as L�(J). The source packets 

decodable by node � are defined as effective packets and the total number of effective packets at � 

up to time J is denoted as O�(J). 

 

Fig. 1 shows the normalised O�(J)/L� decoding curves for the improved and unimproved H-LTNC 

and LTNC for � =  35 at a randomly selected receiver node � ∈ �. The curve L�(J)/L� shows the 
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normalised value of the rank available at �, which expresses the total number of source packets 

possibly decodable at time J. This curve gives the lower limit of decoding delay for any system at 

time J. The curves of LTNC, H-LTNC and die unimproved H-LTNC are all curves showing the number 

of effective packets at time J, O�(J)/L�. 

 

 
Figure 1: Decoding delay for BP decoding for � = 35 

 

The first curve, L�(J)/L�, shows the normalised value of the rank available at the receiver node. 

This is the upper bound of the number of effective packets possible at each timestep. Note that the 

rank of the L�(J)/L� curve is not 35 at timestep 35 as approximately 2 non-innovative packets are 

received during the reception of the encoded packets. As encoding takes place over ��, this is 

justified [15]. 

 

The graph shows that the LTNC method has a small decoding delay, where all the packets are 

decoded through BP when sufficient packets are received,  L�(J)/L� = 1. This supports the findings 

in [6] that the LTNC encoding process delivers packets of RS distribution to the receiver nodes.  

 

When evaluating the decoding delay curve of H-LTNC, it can be seen that these exist a small 

decoding delay, but all packets are decoded when  L�(J)/L� = 1.It can be seen that sparse RLNC 

and better buffer flush times sustains the accurate encoding of RS distributed packets for H-LTNC.  

 

4.3 Encoding complexity 

 

From the results it can be seen that employing the LTNC encoding procedure only at strategic 

network nodes results in the same distribution of packets as employing the complex LTNC method at 

all the network nodes. The advantage of the presented method, however, is that it has a lower 

encoding complexity than LTNC.  

 

As described in Section 2, the encoding complexity of RLNC at each intermediate node equals 
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%(�&) (3) 

 

where & is the size of the buffer [8]. 

 

The recoding step of LTNC, however, is suboptimal as all the packets in the buffer are compared to 

each other until a packet of the target degree can be constructed. The comparison of & packets to 

each other can require a maximum of 

 

�(& − 1) + �(& − 2) … + � = �&(& − 1)
2  (4) 

 

arithmetic operations. From the abovementioned formula it can be seen that the complexity of the 

recoding step of LTNC is %(�&�). The complexity of the refining step of LTNC is not influential as it is 

of smaller order than the recoding step. 

 

The LTNC method implements the recoding step at all the intermediate network nodes, thus the 

total encoding procedure of LTNC is of order: 

 

%(L�&�) (5) 

 

where L is the number of nodes in the network. 

 

The encoding complexity of H-LTNC can be computed through the combination of (3) and (4).  In our 

network environment with a min-cut (
, �) ≥ �, the number of incoming edges at each receiver 

node are |#R| =  �. With |�| receivers in the network, the minimum and maximum number of 

possible last-hop nodes in the network is � and �|�|, respectively.  

 

Thus the complexity of the encoding procedure of EH-LTNC can be approximated by 

 

%(��&�) +  %((L − � )�&) 

= %(��&�) 
(6) 

 

for (L − � ) intermediate nodes being RLNC nodes, and  

 

%(|�|��&�) +  %((L − |�|�)�&) 

= %(|�|��&�). (7) 

 

for maximum number of (L − |�|�) intermediate nodes being RLNC nodes. 

 

It can be seen that the relationship between the number of receiver nodes and the total number of 

last hop nodes determines the encoding advantage of H-LTNC over that of LTNC. 

 

5. H-LTNC WITH PRECODING 

 

H-LTNC method can be further improved by using the same technique as Raptor codes where the 

source packets are precoded using a traditional erasure code. The belief propagation decoding of H-

LTNC now only requires the decoding of a constant fraction of the transmitted packets, where the 

erasure code enables the receiver to recover the original source information in the presence of 

possible packet erasure. 
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The requirement of decoding only a constant fraction of the transmitted packets reduces the 

decoding complexity at the receiver nodes from %(��=>.�) to a linear complexity of %(��) [8]. 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper we presented a coding method constructed through the combination random linear 

network coding and Luby Transform codes for the implementation of Belief Propagation decoding in 

networks that implement RLNC. 

 

The Hybrid-LTNC method is based on LTNC and the implementation of H-LTNC in a RLNC network 

reduces the computational complexity of the network at the intermediate network nodes and allows 

for the implementation of a low complexity Belief Propagation at the receiver nodes. 

 

Through Monte Carlo simulations it is determined that the H-LTNC method shows an improved 

performance over LTNC in terms of computational resources at the intermediate network nodes. 

The presented method has the largest encoding complexity advantage in networks where the ratio 

between min-cut and number of nodes (�/L) is small. In wireless sensor networks information 

packets are traditionally small and may only consist of a few bits [14] where the data is transmitted 

to a sink via a group of intermediate nodes.  Thus the wireless sensor network environment is 

suitable for the implementation of this method. 
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Abstract— We present a practical, modified version of 

earliest decoding for random linear network coding networks. 

This decoding method has a lower complexity and decoding 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The study of network coding and the advantages they 
offer to various areas of communications, both in wired and 
wireless networks, has been extensively studied in the past 
years. The network coding ability of networks to recode 
received packets at intermediate nodes improves network 
performance through improvement in network throughput as 
well as energy efficiency and delay [2].   

 
The problem, however, is the bridging of the gap 

between the theoretical work and the advantages they 
propose; and the practical implementation with the 
challenges they present. 

 
The decentralized design of network coding, namely 

random linear network coding (RLNC) [1] allows for a more 
practical approach to network coding, where the need for 
centralized network control and planning is unnecessary. 
Random linear network coding allows random and 
independent recoding of receiver packets at intermediate 
network nodes. This allows the receiver node to decode the 
transmitted data upon reception of any set of random 
encoded packets of sufficient rank.   

 
These decoding algorithms are of high complexity, time 

consuming and also subject to decoding delays. The 
effectiveness of random linear network coding in a practical 
setting is therefore dependent on the complexity and 
decoding delay of the implemented decoding algorithm 
[3, 12].  

II. RELATED WORK 

Random linear network coding relies on the ability of the 
receiver to receive a set of linear independently coded 
packets and their associated coding vectors in order to 
decode the transmitted packets.  The use of Gaussian 
elimination (GE) for decoding  � random linear network 

coding packets of size � at the receiver requires �(� ∙ ��) 
operations [3].  When the number of transmitted packets 
increase, the generator matrix 	, becomes larger and more 

complex. These factors cause an exponential growth in the 
decoding complexity. Gaussian elimination has a decoding 
delay equal to the length of time needed by the receiver to 
collect all sufficient packets. Thus decoding can only start 
once the receiver has collected a set of linearly independent 
packets proportional to the size of the transmission [3, 11]. 
This leads to a very high decoding delay in the case of large 
transmission sets. 

 
A method proposed to decrease the decoding delay, is 

earliest decoding (ED) [2, 3, 11]. This process entails that 
Gaussian elimination is performed as soon as linearly 
independent packets are collected by the receiver node with 
sufficient rank. In contrast to traditional Gaussian 
elimination where the receiver has to wait for a full rank 
decoding matrix before decoding can commence, earliest 
decoding can be performed as soon as sufficient information 
exists in order to decode the first set of packets, even though 
the decoding matrix is incomplete. An example of this 
method is illustrated in Fig. 1.  

 
It is clear that earliest decoding yields a smaller decoding 

delay. Also, the inherent divide and conquer approach of 
earliest decoding, leads to a faster decoding time, although 
the decoding complexity of earliest decoding still remains  
�(� ∙ ��).  

 
A method to reduce the use of computational resources 

at the receiver nodes is the use of Luby Transform (LT) 
codes [7]. LT codes allow for the use of a low complexity 
decoding scheme based on belief propagation in  
�(� ∙ � ∙ log �) operations, which we refer to as avalanche 
decoding. 

 
For this belief propagation decoding scheme, encoded 

symbols cannot be generated randomly, but according to a 
specified degree distribution, (�). The encoding algorithm  
 

 
Figure 1. Example of earliest decoding [2] 
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guarantees efficient decoding times through the use of a low 
complexity decoding algorithm named avalanche decoding 
[7, 8]. This low complexity decoding scheme is not easily 
implemented in a decentralized random linear network 
coding environment, because encoding must take place 
according to a specific degree distribution. When 
implemented in a random linear network coding 
environment, the source packets cannot be encoded 
according to (�) and then retain their distribution 
characteristics when transmitted over a network with 
random linear network coding. Due to the random encoding 
properties of the network, so called degree distribution 
degeneration occurs, where the specified input degree 
distribution degenerates with each random recoding at 
intermediate nodes in the network [14].   

 
In [10] the authors propose a method called LT Network 

Coding, where the intermediate network nodes encode the 
packets according to the predetermined distribution [7]. 
Each intermediate node evaluates and encodes each packet 
so that its degree distribution is maintained such that 
avalanche decoding can be implemented at the receiver 
node. This method leads to a significant reduction in 
decoding complexity compared to traditional Gaussian 
elimination. 

 
The disadvantage of the LT Network Coding scheme is 

the increase of the overall communication overhead as well 
as the use of computational resources at the intermediate 
network nodes to enforce the needed degree distribution 
[7, 10]. In practical networks where the topology is 
unknown or constantly changing, LT Network Coding can 
become difficult to implement.  

 
Also, in a system where possible packet erasures may 

occur, it is possible that Gaussian elimination will not be 
feasible due to the loss of sufficient linearly independent 
equations at the receiver nodes. Our proposed scheme 
reduces the impact of such erasures since limited decoding 
of packets from such generation is still possible. 

III. MODIFIED EARLIEST DECODING 

In contrast to enforcing the encoding of packets from 
(�), we introduce the concept of modified earliest 
decoding (MED) to approximate avalanche decoding of 
received coding vectors.  This decoding scheme has a low 
complexity and a low delay by combining aspects of the low 
complexity of avalanche decoding and low decoding delay 
concept of earliest decoding. In contrast to avalanche 
decoding, this method does not rely on the decoder receiving 
a specific degree distribution based on the Hamming 
weight, ��, of the coding vectors, but rather on a specific 
distribution of the Hamming distances, ��, of the received 
vectors. 

 
We show that this method can be implemented in a 

random linear network coding network without the need to 
encode or recode the packets according to a specific 
distribution. The following definitions are required: 

Definition 1. The Hamming distance between two 
vectors �, � ∈ ��� is the number of coordinates that they 
differ and is denoted by ��(�, �), [13] 

��(�, �) = �|�� − ��|
�

���
. (1) 

Definition 2. The Hamming weight of a vector 
� ∈ ���  is the number of non-zero components, and is 
denoted by ��(�) [13]. 

A. Encoding 

Consider a network represented by a directed graph 

  =  (!, ℇ). The network consists of source node # ∈ ! and 
a set of $ receiver nodes % = &'�, … , ')*, % ∈ !. The set of 
edges ℇ represents the communication channels. An edge + 
carries the random encoded vector ,(-) [1, 5, 6]. 

 
A source node, #, contains discrete � random 

independent packets &.�*���/  from the finite field �0. These 

source packets are transmitted in a generation over a 
synchronized random linear network coding network, 

  =  (!, ℇ). The intermediate network nodes generate 

packets &,1*1��2
 that are linear random combinations of the 

packets .�  received by the incoming edges of the node, (in 
contrast to LT Network Coding where the intermediate 
enforce a specified degree distribution on the linear 
combinations) 

,1 = � 3�1.�
/

���
 , + = 1,2, … , - (2) 

where 3�1 are the randomly generated coefficients from a 

finite field ��. The set of coefficients 3��, 3��, … , 3�2  can be 
referred to as the encoding vector for ,�  and this vector is 
sent as a packet header in order to record the linear 
combination of the messages present in the received packet 
[3, 4].  
 

The encoded packets collected by a receiver node, 

&'5*���) ∈ %, are random linear combinations of the packets 
encoded in the network, represented as 

6('5, 7) = � 389,2,(-)
 

&2:;<=5(2)�89*
. (3) 

B. Description of decoding method 

In traditional avalanche decoding the Hamming weights 
of the received encoding vectors are evaluated. When the 
Hamming weight is �� = 1, it contains only a single source 
packet and can therefore be decoded by performing a linear 
combination with other coding vectors that also contain the 
specific packet. The remaining vectors are examined to find 
a new vector of �� = 1 that can be used in the following 
iteration of the decoding algorithm.   
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The possibility, however, of obtaining a packet vector 

with ��(�) = 1 where � ∈ 389,2  is small when packets are 

randomly encoded. This makes the avalanche decoding 
method inefficient in a network with random linear network 
coding.  

 

Consider two vectors �, � ∈ 389,2. As we will show, the 

probability of these vectors having a Hamming distance of 
��(�, �) = 1, is significantly higher than either having 
weight �� = 1. When these two packets are linearly 
combined, a resulting coding vector with �� = 1 is 
obtained, which is then used for decoding in a similar way as 
with traditional avalanche decoding. 

C. Decoding algorithm 

The proposed decoding method is done iteratively 

through the use of the global encoding vectors 389,2  of the 

received encoded packets 6('5, 7) at receivers &'5*���) ∈ %. 
 
The modified earliest decoding process operates in the 

following steps for every cycle: 
1) Collect - new encoding vectors from network and store 

in decoding buffer. 
2) Evaluate the Hamming distances, ��(�, �) of the � × - 

encoding vectors 389,2 , where �, � ∈ 389,2: 
a) if no ��(�, �) = 1 can be found: repeat from (1). 
b) if ��(�, �) = 0, discard vector � or �. 
c) if ��(�, �) = 1, decoding process can commence.  

3) Calculate A = � ⊕ �. The Hamming weights of � and � 
are determined. If ��(�) < ��(�), then � is reinserted 
into the decoding buffer and A replaces � in the 
decoding buffer. 

4) Repeat step (2) and (3) as long as a ��(�, �) = 1 can be 

found, where �, � ∈ 389,2. 
5) Repeat from (1) until the identity matrix is present in 

decoding buffer. 
 

This process is shown in Example 1. It should be noted 
that the avalanche decoding algorithm is a subset of our 
modified earliest decoding algorithm. 

 
Example 1: The decoding process is illustrated in Fig. 2.  

The encoded packets collected by the receiver as well as 
their global encoding vectors are shown in (I). Through 
evaluation in (II) it is seen that ��(D, E) = 1, and that 
��(E) < ��(D). Vector D is replaced by DF = (D ⊕ E), and 
vector E is returned to the decoding buffer (III). In the 
second iteration, vectors G and � are used, where G is 
replaced by GF = (G ⊕ �) and � returned. In (IV) vectors D′ 
and � are used, and in the last iteration (V), vectors E and �′. 
It can be seen that the end result is a matrix with coding 
vectors of Hamming weight �� = 1. This matrix can be 
rearranged to form an identity matrix. 

 
�ote: In this example, all the source symbols are 

transmitted in a single transmission, which does not require 
more than a single iteration of the method.   

 

When compared to earliest decoding, it can be seen that 
the proposed method is a modified version of it. Modified 
earliest decoding is basically the forming of a sub-matrix 
from the global encoding matrix, just as earliest decoding, 
but ignoring the presence of source packets that are 
duplicated. Again consider Fig. 2 frame (II): earliest 
decoding would not have been used in this frame on vectors 
D and E, due to an insufficient rank of the sub-matrix. 

IV. EVALUATION 

In this section we evaluate the decoding complexity and 
performance of the proposed decoding method. 

A. Decoding complexity 

The decoding complexity of modified earliest decoding 
is of order �(�� ∙ log �), which an improvement on that of 
Gaussian elimination methods.  

 
The complexity can easily be calculated by considering 

all the iterations of the decoding algorithm as different levels 
of a recursion tree. Each level corresponds to the complexity 
of a single iteration, with the number of levels equal to the 
number of iterations required for successful decoding. In our 
case, each iteration requires �(��) calculations. After a 
single iteration a source packet is obtained, thus after 
�(log �) steps, all source packets will be decoded. 
Combining these observations, our final result is of order 
�(�� ∙ log �). 

B. Decoding performance 

In contrast to that of avalanche decoding, we do not 
require the Hamming weight of a received packet’s coding  

 

 
Figure 2. Modified earliest decoding example 
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vector to be ��(�) = 1 to start decoding. We only require 
the Hamming distance of two vectors to be ��(�, �) = 1. 
Thus a linear combination of two such coding vectors results 
in a coding vector of �� = 1. The same linear combination 
on the received data packets will result in a data packet that 
is not linearly combined with any other source packet. 

 
Consider a random linear network coding network where 

source packets are encoded randomly, independently and are 
non-zero. Due to the degree distribution degeneration 
property of random linear network coding networks 
discussed in [14], there is no benefit in encoding the � 

independent source vectors &.�*���/  from �0 according to a 

specific distribution. Thus the Gaussian distribution is 
maintained at the receiver after transmission into the 
network.  

 
The vectors encoded in the network are then random 

linear combinations of � possible variables in �0. We 

assume that the all-zero vector is present by default in all the 
decoding buffers of the receiver nodes, because the 
intermediate nodes do not transmit the all-zero vector. This 

means that a total of (2/ − 1) vectors may be received.  
 

We evaluate the global encoding vector, 389, of a 

receiver node '5 ∈ %. The receiver obtains a new encoded 
packet at every transmission instance I. The decoding of the 
transmitted message can commence as soon as two packets 

with global encoding vectors �, � ∈ 389  are obtained with 

��(�, �) = 1.  
 
Due to the presence of the zero-vector in the decoding 

buffer, a ��(�, �) = 1 combination can be obtained when 
any vector with �� = 1 is received. Therefore, the 
probability of obtaining a ��(�, �) = 1 combination at 
I = 1 is: 

(I = 1) = �
2/ − 1 (4) 

 
In order to calculate the probability of decoding to start 

at instance I = 2, we consider the two conditions when it is 
possible to obtain a combination of two vectors {�, �} where 

��(�, �) =  1. Firstly, decoding is possible when at least 
one received vector has �� = 1 with probability: 

5K�� = 1
L  � M2/ − 1 − �

2 − + N
�

1��
M�

+ N, (5) 

where L =  P2/ − 1
2 Q. 

 
Secondly decoding can commence when any two 

received vectors {�, �} with ��(�) = ��(�) + 1 has 
 

 
Figure 3. Probability of dT = 1 at λ = 2. 

 
��(�, �) = 1 with probability: 

5V�� = 1
L  �(� − +)

/W�

1��
M�

+ N, (6) 

where L =  P2/ − 1
2 Q. 

 
The overall probability of obtaining a ��(�, �) = 1 

combination at I = 2 is: 

(I = 2) = 5K�� + 5V��. (7) 
 
In Fig. 3 we show the probability that a network can 

commence decoding at I = 2 according to (7), for  
� =  2, 3, . . . ,15.  We can see that as � tends to infinity, the 
probability of (I = 2) decreases.  

 
Next we calculate the probability for obtaining a 

��(�, �) = 1 combination at I > 2. The probability of 
obtaining at least two vectors in a selection from I randomly 
encoded vectors can be approximated by: 

[ ≅ 1 − (1 − [��)], (8) 
where _ =  [([W�)

[ �` a� − �
�. In Fig. 4 we plotted the probability 

of decoding to commence at I for � =  2,3, . . . ,7. 
 
From Fig. 4 it can be seen that the probability of 

receiving a combination of vectors with a Hamming distance 
of 1 in less than I < � transmissions is fairly high. This 
means that in a practical network, one is likely to be able to 
start decoding before � packets have been received. 

 
We have not yet been able to explicitly prove that once 

� + b packets have been received, modified earliest  
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Figure 4. Probability of �� = 1 at I 

decoding will successfully decode all received source 
packets, for b > 0. However, in [15] it is shown that � 
linearly independent vectors can be expected after 

∑ �
�W�defeg

/1��  coding vectors have been received. This sum 

converges to 1.6 equations for � ≳ 10. Thus, no more than 2 
additional packets have to be received for � linearly 
independent vectors to be obtained from the random linear 
network coding network [15], providing an upper limit for 
large � on the number of received vectors required for 
successful decoding.  

 
It is clear from the above analysis that by using the 

modified earliest decoding method, decoding can commence 
at I < � with high probability. If, however, it is unable to 
decode all received source packets at I = � + 2, Gaussian 
elimination can be performed on the remaining coded 
packets, thus guaranteeing successful decoding.  

V. CONCLUSION 

We presented the modified earliest decoding algorithm 
based on the low complexity concept of avalanche decoding 
and low decoding delay concept of earliest decoding. The 
modified earliest decoding algorithm can be applied to 
systems where a predefined degree distribution is enforced, 
but is also able to provide decoding performance 
enhancements when a Gaussian degree distribution is 
received in a random linear network coding environment. 

 
The modified earliest decoding method is less resource 

intensive than traditional Gaussian elimination due to a 
lower decoding complexity of �(�� ∙ log �). The lower 
decoding complexity also reduces the decoding time of the 
algorithm. 

 
From a decoding delay perspective, the modified earliest 

decoder can start the decoding process as soon as two 
packets with a Hamming distance ��(�, �) = 1 are 
obtained. This leads to an improvement of the decoding 
delay of the network. 

 

Open problems include the calculation of � + b with 
b > 0 where the start of the decoding algorithm will be 
guaranteed. Also the determining of the conditions for the 
method to successfully decode all the received source 
packets remains an open problem. 
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Abstract: In this paper we present a formalised description of Modified Earliest Decoding. We 

analyse through simulation the performance of the method in comparison with Earliest Decoding in 

networks that implement random linear network coding. We show that Modified Earliest Decoding 

has a smaller decoding complexity than Earliest Decoding and Gaussian Elimination for small 

numbers of source packets as well as a smaller decoding delay.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The decentralised approach to network coding namely 

random linear network coding (RLNC) allows for a more 

practical approach to network coding [1]. Random linear 

network coding employs random and independent coding 

of received packets at intermediate network nodes.  

 

Due to the employment of RLNC in networks, 

randomly encoded packets are received at the sink nodes. 

The sink nodes need to employ a decoding method to 

successfully obtain the source information. There exist 

several decoding methods in the literature that can be 

successfully implemented with RLNC, but generally the 

sink node may not be able to decode the source packets 

until an entire block of encoded packets are received [2]. 

This leads to a decoding delay which is not favourable for 

delay sensitive networks [2, 3]. Decoding delay can be 

seen as the elapsed time between the reception of a 

packet at a receiver node and the decoding thereof [2]. 

The challenge, therefore, is to find a decoding method 

with a small decoding delay as well as low decoding 

complexity. 

 

Gaussian Elimination (GE) is a possible decoding 

method, but is computationally complex due to the use of 

matrix inversion and it has a decoding delay equal to the 

length of time needed by the receiver to collect encoded 

packets of full rank [4, 5].  

 

Earliest Decoding (ED) is a method developed to 

decrease the decoding delay of GE. This method entails 

the use of GE on linearly independent packets of 

sufficient rank as soon as they are collected by a receiver 

node. The decoding delay of ED is approximately 

constant and independent of the number of transmitted 

source packets, but still employs computationally 

complex matrix inversion [4 - 6]. 

 

In this paper we look at an improvement on ED for the 

implementation in a network that uses RLNC, called 

Modified Earliest Decoding (MED). This method is 

based on ED and shows an improvement on the low 

decoding delay of ED. Modified Earliest Decoding also 

reduces the decoding complexity by significantly 

reducing the use of matrix inversion for decoding. The 

method of MED was proposed in [7], but it was neither 

formalised nor analysed. We present a formal algorithm 

of MED and an analysis through simulation of the 

decoding delay and complexity of MED. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

 

A typical network environment where RLNC can be 

implemented successfully is that of wireless ad-hoc and 

sensor networks [8]. Wireless sensor networks include 

scenarios where a block of data or file needs to be 

transmitted from a single source to a receiver where the 

intermediate nodes do not require the file. A node in a 

wireless sensor network is connected to another node in 

the network when one node is in the coverage of the other 

node’s signal.  

 

It is shown that the random geometric graph (RGG) is 

a realistic model for a wireless sensor network as it 

considers the communication distances of nodes [9].  We 

adopt the notation used in [1, 5] and the graph 

construction of [10, 11].  

 

Consider an acyclic network which implements RLNC 

as a random geometric graph � =  ��, �� =  �	, ℇ� with 

� = |	|. The graph is formed by placing � nodes 
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uniformly at random on a unit square with 

communication radius of �. An edge � = �, �� ∈ ℇ exists 

between two nodes , � ∈ 	 when the Euclidean distance 

between  and � is ��, �� ≤ �, where the value of � 
corresponds to the broadcast radius of a node in the 

wireless network. We assume a symmetric case where all 

the network nodes have equal transmission power and 

thus an identical connectivity radius �. The probability � 

that two nodes , � are connected is bounded by: 

 

1
4 ����� ≤ � ≤ ���. (1) 

 

The lower bound is due to the fact that a node can be 

situated in one of the corners in the unit square. The 

upper bound is the direct consequence of the 

communication radius of a node [12]. 

 

The wireless sensor network consists of a single source 

node � ∈ 	 and a set of sink nodes � = ���, … , �|�|�, � ⊂
	 with min-cut ��, �� ≥ ". The data present at the source 

node, �, is divided into " packets and denoted by 

 

# = [%�, %�, … , %&] (2) 

 

where %( represents the )th source packet from a finite 

field ℱ of size +. These source packets are multicast 

sequentially over the edges � ∈ ℇ of network � to 

synchronised intermediate nodes � ⊂ 	. This means that 

the source node does not transmit encoded packets but 

single source packets one by one.   

 

Each intermediate network node randomly and linearly 

combines the packets received from its incoming edges �′ 

to form a new encoded packet to be transmitted on its 

outgoing edges �. A coding vector of length " is included 

in the header of each outgoing packet. It describes the 

source packets that have been linearly combined in the 

transmitted packet. 

 

Each receiver node � ∈ � collects a set of � ≥ " 

encoded packets from the network, , = [-�, -�, … , -.], 
where the /th encoded packet is of the form 

 

-0 = 1 2(0%(

&

(3�
, / = 1,2, … � (3) 

 

where the coefficients {2(0} are randomly generated from 

a finite field ℱ� and 60 forms the global coding vector of 

packet -0. These coding vectors can be represented as the 

column vectors of a " × � matrix 8  [4, 13] where 

 

# × 8 = ,. (4) 

 

The solution of the linear system of equations in (4) 

decodes the source packets X.  

 

 

3. RELATED WORK 

 

Next we discuss three known decoding methods that 

can be implemented in a network that implements RLNC. 

Earliest Decoding and belief propagation (BP) decoding 

require alterations to the encoding procedure of the 

network, where Gaussian Elimination can be 

implemented without any alterations. The choice of 

decoding method influences the decoding delay as well as 

the computational resources at the receiver nodes. 

 

3.1 Gaussian Elimination 

 

Gaussian Elimination is an efficient method for solving 

a system of linear equations as described in (4). Gaussian 

Elimination can be performed only when 8 is of full rank 

". Thus the decoding delay of GE equals the time the 

receiver has to wait in order to collect " linearly 

independent packets which is proportional to the size of 

". Thus the decoding delay of GE increases linearly with 

the increase of source packets. Gaussian Elimination 

requires :�";� operations for decoding via matrix 

inversion which is computationally complex [4, 5]. In a 

situation of a small number of source messages, GE is an 

efficient decoding method, but decreases in efficiency as 

" becomes large. 

 

3.2 Earliest Decoding [4]-[6] 

 

Earliest Decoding performs the same decoding steps as 

GE but does not require 8 being of full rank ". Earliest 

Decoding allows a receiver to perform decoding on a 

subset of source packets as soon as sufficient information 

is received, even though the decoding matrix is 

incomplete. This decoding algorithm is run every time an 

innovative packet is obtained at the receiver. An 

innovative packet is defined as a packet that increases the 

rank of 8. This method enables a receiver to decode a 

subset of source packets, #’ ⊆ # when the global coding 

vectors in matrix 8’ ⊆ 8 can be successfully inverted.  

 

The sequential multicasting of source packets over the 

network results in 8 likely to be lower triangular. This 

means that #’ = [%�, %�, … , %>], ? ≤ " can be decoded 

with high probability after the collection of ? or ? + A 

packets, where A is small in relation to ? [5]. This makes 

ED practical in a RLNC environment. 

 

Earliest Decoding yields a smaller decoding delay than 

GE as packets can be decoded by the receiver while still 

obtaining innovative packets. The decoding delay stays 
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approximately constant and independent of " [4]. The 

inherent divide and conquer approach also leads to a 

faster decoding time, but still requires computationally 

complex matrix inversion. 

 

3.1 Belief propagation decoding 

 

The decoding method employed for Luby Transform 

(LT) codes [14] is an iterative process where a sink node 

first have to determine the degree of each a received 

packet -0.  

 

Definition 1: The degree of a packet indicates the 

number of source packets linearly combined in the packet 

or can be seen as the number of non-zero entries in the 

packet’s global encoding vector 60.  

 

The BP decoding process can be described by the 

following steps [14]: 

1. Find an encoded packet, -0, 1 ≤ / ≤ �, which 

only contains a single source packet, %( , 1 ≤ ) ≤ " 

(i.e. native packet or packet of degree one). 

2. Set source packet %( = -0 and delete -0. 

3. Subtract the value of %( from all the other encoded 

packets , = B-�, … , -0C�, -0D�, … , -.E, � ≥ " 

that contains source packet %(, reducing their 

degrees. 

 

The reduction of the packet’s degrees produces a new 

native packet with high probability. Repeat process from 

(1) until all source packets F( , 1 ≤ ) ≤ " are determined. 

 

To ensure the presence of a native packet each time the 

process iterates, all packets are encoded according to the 

Robust Soliton (RS) degree distribution [14]. 

 

4. MODIFIED EARLIEST DECODING 

 

Earliest Decoding is successful when ? linearly 

independent packets are present to decode all ? source 

packets. Modified Earliest Decoding [7] allows for an 

iterative approach to the decoding of source packets. 

 

Modified Earliest Decoding applies the low decoding 

delay concept of ED but reduces the decoding complexity 

by significantly reducing the use of matrix inversion. As 

with ED, MED runs the decoding algorithm every time a 

new innovative packet is obtained at a receiver node. 

 

The sequential transmission of source packets leads to 

the scenario where the ?th received packet -> tends to 

be a linear combination of the first ? transmitted source 

packets #’ = [%�, %�, … , %>], ? ≤ ". Due to this lower 

triangular structure of 8 it is possible to decode the 

source packets through a method adopted from the low 

complexity belief propagation (BP) decoding algorithm 

of LT codes.  

 

4.1 Decoding in a RL�C environment 

 

In a RLNC network scenario packets are encoded 

randomly and thus employing a low complexity decoding 

method, like BP, which requires packets to be from the 

RS distribution, can be complicated. The lower triangular 

structure of 8, however, largely consists of encoded 

packets where the packets following each other only 

contains a single additional source packet.  A source 

packet can be decoded when receiving two packets with 

coding vectors have a Hamming distance of 

�GH6I, 6JK = 1.  

 

Definition 2 [15]: The Hamming distance between two 

vectors 6I , 6J is defined as the number of coordinates 

that they differ and is denoted by 

 

�GH6I, 6JK. (5) 

  

Definition 3: The Hamming weight of a vector 6I is 

defined as the number of non-zero coordinates and is 

denoted by 

 

LGH6IK. (6) 

 

In the context of this paper, the Hamming weight of a 

coding vector is equivalent to the degree of the packet. 

 

The linear combination of two packets with �G = 1 

produces a native packet with a coding vector  

6%M = 6I⨁6J of degree one. This packet contains 

information regarding a single source packet %( which is 

equivalent to a decoded packet. This native packet can 

now be used for decoding in a similar way as with BP 

decoding. By linearly combining %( with other received 

packets containing %(, the degrees of these packets are 

reduced. This process is iterated until all the other source 

packets # = [%�, … , %(C�, %(D�, … , %&] are decoded.  

 

This MED decoding algorithm is summarised in 

Algorithm 1. 

 
Algorithm 1: Modified Earliest Decoding 

1:      Initialise 6O = O, 6O ∈ 8, and -O = O, -O ∈ , 

2:      while not all {%M}M3QR  are decoded do 

3:           Collect {6S}STU ∈ 8 of received packet {-S}STU ∈ , 

4:           while 6S contains a native (unit) coding vector  6%M do 

5:               6S ← 6S ⊕ 6%M  
6:               update 8, , 

7:           end while 

8:           determine XY�6Z, 6[�, {6Z, 6[} ∈ 8, [ > � 

9:           if XY�6Z, 6[� = O do   

10:             remove 6[ from 8 

11:             update , 
12:        end if 
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13:         if XY�6Z, 6[� = Q do   

14:             6%M ← 6Z ⊕ 6[ 

15:             determine ]Y�6Z�, ]Y�6[� 

16:             remove 6[, ]Y�6Z� ^ ]Y�6[� 

17:         else remove 6Z, ]Y�6[� ^ ]Y�6Z� 

18:             set %M ∈ # equal to  -_ ← -Z ⊕ -[ 

19:             mark 6%M as a native (unit) coding vector  

20:             update , 

21:             if any {6S}S∈`  in 8 contains native 6%M do

22:                 6S ← 6S ⊕ 6%M   
23:                update  8, , 

24:           end if 

25:        end if 

26:        if no MED is possible,  perform ED if possible

27:    end while  

 
Although the structure of 8 tends to be lower triangular 

allowing MED to function successfully

encoding of packets do not always guarantee a Hamming 

distance of 1 between packets. In this instance ED is 

performed on 8’ ⊆ 8 to decode source 

decoding to continue. 

 

4.2 Example 

 

The MED process is illustrated in a small example in 

Fig. 1. Assume that " = 4 and the receiver has obtained 4 

encoded packets , = [-�, -�, -;, -a] 
that implements RLNC.  

 

 

Figure 1. Modified Earliest Decoding example
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do 

no MED is possible,  perform ED if possible 

tends to be lower triangular 

successfully, the random 

encoding of packets do not always guarantee a Hamming 

. In this instance ED is 

to decode source packets allowing 

is illustrated in a small example in  

and the receiver has obtained 4 

 from the network 

 

ecoding example 

Frame (I):  The global encoding vectors of the received 
packets are shown. In this example sufficient encoded 
packets are received before the decoding 
This is for clarity purposes for the example. Practically 
decoding can commence as soon as two packets with a 
Hamming distance of one are received.

Frame (II):  By default a receiver adds the zero

coding vector 6U to matrix 

received coding vectors {6M}
Frame (III):  Through evaluation it can be seen that 

�G�6�, 6;� = 1. The degrees of the packets are 

evaluated where ]G�6�� = 2
Frame (IV):  Because ]G�6��

6; is removed and replaced by native vector 

6bc = 6�⨁6;. The process starts again where 

�G�6�, 6bc� = 1 and  ]G�6
Frame (V):  Coding vector 6� is replaced by native vector 

6bd = 6�⨁6bc . The next iteration shows 

�G�2�, 2bd� = 1 where ]G�6
Frame (VI): Coding vector 6�

by native vector 6be .  

Frame (VI)-(VII): The last undecoded vector is 

be replaced by native vector 

�G�6bd , 6a� = 1 and ]G�6b
Frame (VIII): A permuted identity matrix can be seen 

which shows that all the source packets have been 

determined and the transmitted data successfully 

decoded. 

 
�ote: In this example only the linear operations performed 
on the coding vectors are shown. The same operations
performed on the corresponding data packets 

 

From the example it can be seen that MED is a 

modified version of ED, where MED also forms a s

matrix from the global encoding matrix to decode. 

Modified Earliest Decoding, however, eliminates the 

presence of source packets in the encoded packets that are 

mutual. The above example cannot be decoded via ED as 

no sub matrix of 8 exist that can be 

Elimination would have been performed after the 

reception of all the packets. 

 

5. SIMULATION AND 

 

In this section we evaluate the 

in the RLNC network environment, as described in 

Section II, when different 

implemented at the receiver nodes. We evaluate the 

decoding delay and decoding complexity for MED in 

comparison to ED. 

 

5.1 Simulation setup 

 

The network topology is based on that of [

network � =  ��, �� =  �	, ℇ� 
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The global encoding vectors of the received 
packets are shown. In this example sufficient encoded 
packets are received before the decoding process starts. 
This is for clarity purposes for the example. Practically 
decoding can commence as soon as two packets with a 
Hamming distance of one are received. 

By default a receiver adds the zero-vector as 

to matrix 8 and then adds the 

}(3�a  to 8. 

Through evaluation it can be seen that 

. The degrees of the packets are 

2 and ]G�6;� = 3.  

� ^ ]G�6;�, coding vector 

is removed and replaced by native vector  

. The process starts again where 

6bc� ^ ]G�6��.  

is replaced by native vector 

. The next iteration shows that 

6bd� ^ ]G�6��.  

� is removed and replaced 

The last undecoded vector is 6a that can 

be replaced by native vector 6bg because 

bd� ^ ]G�6a�. 

permuted identity matrix can be seen 

which shows that all the source packets have been 

determined and the transmitted data successfully 

In this example only the linear operations performed 
are shown. The same operations are 

performed on the corresponding data packets ,.   

From the example it can be seen that MED is a 

modified version of ED, where MED also forms a sub-

matrix from the global encoding matrix to decode. 

Modified Earliest Decoding, however, eliminates the 

presence of source packets in the encoded packets that are 

mutual. The above example cannot be decoded via ED as 

exist that can be inverted. Gaussian 

Elimination would have been performed after the 

AND RESULTS 

we evaluate the decoding performance 

in the RLNC network environment, as described in 

Section II, when different decoding methods are 

at the receiver nodes. We evaluate the 

decoding delay and decoding complexity for MED in 

is based on that of [9] where the 

 with a single source � and 
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single receiver � for simplicity. The wireless sensor 

network is modelled by a random geometric graph (RGG) 

formed by placing the nodes uniformly at random on a 

unit square with communication radius of � as described 

in Section 2. Let h��, �� be the achievable rate at which � 

can multicast the source packets reliably to the receiver �.  

 

From the min-cut max-flow theorem, the value of min-

cut��, �� is the upper bound on h��, �� for � [16]. For a 

single source single receiver network, the expected value 

of min-cut��, �� can be calculated by  

 

�� − 1�� − j�� − 1���1 − ��/� (7) 

 

where the value of � is shown in (1) [10]. In order to 

ensure the successful transmission of " source packets 

from � to the receiver node �, the min-cut of the network 

must be equal to min-cut ��, �� ≥ ". From (1) and (7) the 

connectivity radius � and the number of network nodes � 

are chosen to accommodate the required min-cut value 

min-cut��, �� ≥ ", for varying values of ".  

 

The communication radius � is chosen specifically in 

each simulation set to ensure a minimum cut between 

source and receiver node of min-cut ��, �� ≥ ". If a 

constructed RGG has a min-cut smaller than the required 

", the graph is discarded and a new RGG is generated. 

 

We followed the method of independent replications 

from [17] in order to obtain results which are not affected 

by different network scenarios. For the simulations we 

generated 40 random geometric graphs with different 

seeds. From each random graph we run 5 instances with a 

different sources and receivers which are randomly 

chosen. Finally, for each of the sub-instances we ran the 

simulation 5 times with different seeds. This equates to 

1000 Monte-Carlo simulations for each value of ". 

 

The data transmitted by � to the receiver consists of 

approximately 10000 packets in the finite field ℱ�m . 

These packets are divided into " transmission packets 

{F(}(3�&  of size ?. A coding vector of length " from finite 

field ℱ� is included in the header of each packet, 

describing included source packets. 

 

5.2 Decoding delay 

 

As described in Section I, the decoding delay at a 

receiver is defined as the elapsed time between the 

reception of an encoded packet and the decoding thereof. 

 

We denote n as the timestep of the simulation when � 

obtains a new packet from the network. We denote the 

global rank of the network as o&, which is equal to the 

number of source packets ". The rank present at receiver 

node � at time n is defined as o��n�. The source packets 

decodable by node � are defined as effective packets and 

the total number of effective packets at � up to time n is 

denoted as p��n� [18]. The number of effective packets 

decodable by node �, p��n�, is upper bounded by the rank 

present at node �, o��n�. The value of o��n� is in turn 

upper bounded by the number of packets received by � up 

until time n. 

We ran the MED and ED algorithms at the receiver 

node for each simulation instance in order to get a fair 

comparison in decoding delay. Fig. 2 shows the 

normalised p��n�/o& decoding curves for the MED and 

ED for " =  10, where � = 250 and � = 0.18. The case 

for a small " is chosen for Fig. 2 as it clearly illustrates 

the difference in decoding delay. The curve o��n�/o& 

shows the normalised value of the rank available at �, 

which expresses the total number of source packets 

possibly decodable at time n. This curve gives the upper 

limit of decoding for any system at time n. 

 
Figure 2: Normalised decoding delay of MED and ED for  

" = 10 

It can be seen in Fig. 2 that MED produces a larger 

number of effective packets at � when innovative packets 

are still being received than compared to ED. This means 

that the MED method is able to decode more source 

packets at time n than the ED method, resulting in a 

smaller decoding delay. The graph further shows variable 

decoding delay for ED and constant decoding delay MED 

which may be of advantage for certain applications. 

 

The decoding delay of ED is independent of " and 

remains approximately constant [4, 5]. From simulation 

in [4] it was shown that the algorithmic decoding delay of 

ED is often only in the order of a few source packets, 

much smaller than ". Therefore, the decoding delay 

observed in Fig. 2 would continue to be in the order of a 

few source packets even for larger values of ".  

 

The same observation can be made for MED as this 

method also decodes subsets of a few source packets 
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much smaller than ". The decoding method of MED for 

larger values of " continues to decode small subsets of 

source packets, independent of ", therefore producing a 

decoding delay in the order of a few source packets.  

 

Thus for large values of ", the decoding delay of MED 

remains approximately constant and an improvement on 

that of ED, as can be seen in Fig. 2. 

The decoding delay of MED is also upper bounded by 

that of ED, because when no packets with �G = 1 are 

available the MED algorithm reverts to ED.  

 

5.3 Decoding complexity 

 

In addition to decoding delay another important 

characteristic of a decoding method is its decoding 

complexity. We determined the decoding complexity of 

ED and MED for  10 ≤ " by calculating the number of 

arithmetic operations for both decoding methods. 

 

Earliest Decoding consist of two steps namely forward 

elimination and backward substitution. The number of 

arithmetic operations for the forward elimination step is 

approximately  

 

1� − )� + 1� − )�� 
sC�

(3�

 sC�

(3�
 (8) 

 

divisions and multiplications/additions respectively, 

where  ^ 1 ≤ " is the size of the subset of source 

packets decoded in each step. The backward substitution 

step requires 

 

1� − )�  
sC�

(3�
 (9) 

 

multiplications/additions.  

 

For the MED algorithm the zero vector is added to 8, 

which leads to   + 1 packets per subset. The  + 1 

packets are compared to each other which can require a 

maximum of 

 

 + � − 1� + ⋯ + 1 = � + 1�
2  (10) 

 

arithmetic operations, where  ≤ 1 ≤ " is the size of the 

subset of source packets decoded in each step. After these 

comparisons a single source packet is decoded and 

eliminated from the other packets in the block, which 

requires a maximum of 

  

 − 1 (11) 

 

operations per decoded packet. 

  

We use the abovementioned formulae to determine the 

decoding complexities of MED in comparison to ED 

through simulation. We define the normalised decoding 

complexity as the ratio of the number of operations for 

successful MED to the number of operations for 

successful ED [19].  

 

Fig. 3 shows the decoding complexity advantage of 

MED over ED for varying values of ". It can be seen that 

the decoding complexity of MED is lower than that of 

ED. It is clear from the analysis of arithmetic operations 

in (8) – (11) that both methods are of the same order of 

complexity. There, however, is an improvement of 

approximately 30% on the number of arithmetic 

operations required for successful decoding for MED 

over ED, as shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Figure 3: Normalised decoding complexity of MED over 

ED  

 

From the results obtained it can be seen that MED 

renders favourable results of an improved decoding 

complexity. MED also renders a smaller decoding delay 

when compared to ED. 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

 

The Modified Earliest Decoding algorithm is based on 

the low complexity belief propagation decoding concept 

of LT codes and low decoding delay concept of Earliest 

Decoding. 

 

In this paper we formalised the MED process in  

Algorithm 1. This algorithm shows how the Hamming 

distances between coding vectors can be used to obtain 

native packets for successful decoding.  

 

The performed simulations show a lower decoding 

delay as well as a lower decoding complexity of MED 

over ED. When no coding vectors of �G = 1 are present 

in 8 and MED cannot be performed, ED is used and 

therefore the decoding delay of MED is upper bounded 
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by that of ED for large ".  

 

Earliest Decoding showed a significant improvement 

on decoding delay and complexity in comparison to 

Gaussian Elimination [4, 5] when implemented in a 

RLNC network environment. Our improvement over ED 

further improves the performance over GE which is the 

predominant decoding method in RLNC network 

environment.  
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Abstract— In this paper we present a network configuration 

for Random Linear �etwork Coding networks to obtain non-

strict lower triangular generator matrices at the receiver nodes. 

Further we present and utilise a mathematical model to evaluate 

the decoding performances of Earliest Decoding and Modified 

Earliest Decoding. We show that Modified Earliest Decoding 

provides a noticeable advantage in the decoding delay of the 

transmitted data above Earliest Decoding as Modified Earliest 

Decoding is more resilient to packet erasures. 

 
Index Terms— Earliest Decoding; Modified Earliest Decoding; 

�etwork Coding; Random Linear �etwork Coding. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he use of Gaussian Elimination (GE) for decoding in 

Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC) networks has 

the disadvantage of high computational complexity and delay, 

which can outweigh the practical advantages that RLNC 

offers, especially for large blocks of information [1], [2], [3]. 

Thus the effectiveness of RLNC in a practical setting is 

dependent on the complexity and decoding delay of the 

implemented decoding algorithm [4]. 

 Earliest Decoding (ED) was introduced in [1] as a decoding 

method to improve the decoding delay in a RLNC network. 

ED is a more cost effective decoding method as it decodes the 

source data in smaller subsections, thus offering practical 

decoding delays as it enables receiver nodes to decode source 

symbols while innovative encoded packets are still being 

received from the RLNC network. ED entails the use of GE on 

linearly independent packets of sufficient rank as soon as the 

packets are collected by a receiver node.  

Modified Earliest Decoding (MED) was developed in 

[5], [6] as an improvement to ED for implementation in the 

same RLNC environment. MED is adapted to implement the 

iterative decoding principle of belief propagation used in 

fountain codes in order to eliminate the use of computationally 

complex matrix inversion.  

The decoding efficiency of ED and MED is dependent on a 

specific lower triangular structure of the generator matrix 

obtained by a receiver node. It is stated in [1], [7] that the  
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causality of computations in a RLNC network can lead to 

received packets having a lower triangular structure. This 

means that the �th received packet is a linear combination of 

the first � source symbols with high probability. Thus, for each 

generation to be successfully decoded with ED and MED, not 

only must enough linearly dependent packets be received, but 

preferably in lower triangular form to reduce decoding delay.  

In the literature where ED was presented and implemented 

[1], [7] it was only stated that the lower-triangular form of the 

received packets are due to network causality. To the best of 

our knowledge, no coding method or network configuration 

was presented on how this lower triangular structure was 

obtained. 

In this paper we present a practical network configuration 

for RLNC networks to obtain the lower triangular structure of 

encoded packets, so that ED and MED can be successfully 

implemented. We show how to obtain the lower triangular 

structure of the generator matrix without altering the encoding 

algorithm at intermediate network nodes. We illustrate how 

the causality of the random network can render packets with a 

lower triangular structure if the source transmits packets in a 

defined manner.  

A mathematical model of the lower triangular generator 

matrix structure is developed to calculate the decoding 

performances of ED and MED in a RLNC network scenario 

where the received packets forms a non-strict lower triangular 

generator matrix. Through the use of the mathematical model 

we also determine the influence of an erased packet on the 

decoding efficiency of ED and MED as a packet erasure can 

compromise the lower triangular structure of the generator 

matrices at the receiver nodes.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Earliest Decoding 

Earliest Decoding consists of the same decoding steps as 

GE, but does not require the generator matrix, �, at the 

receiver node to be of full rank �, where � is the size of the 

generation. Earliest Decoding allows a receiver to perform 

decoding on a subset of source packets as soon as sufficient 

information is received, even though the decoding matrix is 

incomplete. The decoding algorithm is run every time an 

innovative packet is obtained at the receiver.  

The decoder determines the number of undecoded source 

symbols at the node (number of unknowns) as well as the 
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number of linearly independent coding vectors (number of 

linear equations). When a receiver node has collected  1 ≤ � ≤ � linearly independent packets containing 

information regarding � undecoded source symbols, the 

decoding of the � source symbols is possible, through matrix 

inversion. When a source symbol is decoded, it is linearly 

combined with all the new incoming packets in order to 

eliminate the decoded symbol from the new packets received 

from the network. This means that decoding of a subset of 

source symbols, ���	 ⊆ �, can take place through the 

inversion of  a sub matrix ���	 ⊆ � while innovative packets 

are still being received and the decoding matrix � is 

incomplete [1], [7], [8]. 

ED is developed for the practical network scenario where 

the received packets have a lower triangular structure [1]. The 

decoding delay and complexity of ED is approximately 

constant and independent of the number of transmitted source 

symbols, [1], [7], [8]. 

 

B. Modified Earliest Decoding 

MED applies the low decoding delay concept of ED but 

reduces the decoding complexity by eliminating the use of 

matrix inversion. As with ED, MED also runs the decoding 

algorithm every time a new innovative packet is obtained at a 

receiver node. In a network environment where the global 

encoding vectors of the received packets form a generator 

matrix which is roughly lower triangular, MED can improve 

the decoding delay compared to ED.  

 

Definition 1 [9]: We define the Hamming distance, denoted 

by �� �����, ������, between two coding vectors �����, ����� as the number of coefficients [�����, �����, … , �����] in which they differ. 

Definition 2: We define the Hamming weight of the coding 

vector ����� as the number of non-zero coefficients [�����, �����, … , �����] and is denoted by ���������. A 

packet with a coding vector with ��������� = 1 is called a 

native packet as it only contains a single source  symbol. 

 

The lower triangular structure of � enables a receiver node 

to obtain native packets when receiving two packets with 

global encoding vectors with a Hamming distance of �� �����, ������ = 1. With the linear combination of two 

such packets, a packet is obtained which contains only a single 

source symbol, called a native packet. This native packet can 

now be used for decoding other encoded packets. By linearly 

combining it with other encoded packets containing the 

decoded source symbol, the Hamming weights of the encoded 

packets are reduced. This process is iterated to decode the 

other source packets.  

III. PRACTICAL NETWORK CONFIGURATION 

 

The lower- triangular form of the generator matrix received 

at the receiver nodes is what enables the receiver nodes of the 

network to perform ED. To the best of our knowledge the 

manner in which to obtain a lower triangular generator matrix 

at the receiver nodes is not discussed in the literature. It was 

only stated that the lower triangular form of the packets are 

due to the causality of the network.  

We present a network configuration in order to obtain 

generator matrices at sink nodes that resemble a lower triangle 

in order to successfully implement ED as well as MED. All 

the intermediate network nodes implement RLNC and the 

structure of the generator matrix is obtained through specified 

encoding at the source node of the network. 

 

A. �etwork causality 

A causal network can be described as a directed acyclic 

graph where the data present at each non-source node is a 

function of the data available at its parent nodes [10]. We 

assume that all edges of the non-cyclic network " =  �$, ℇ� 

have unit capacity but may have multiple edges between nodes 

in order to model different edge capacities and that 

information flows over the edges in zero time. Due to 

causality of such a network, it can be assumed with high 

probability that the source symbols contained in the first 

encoded packets transmitted over the network would be the 

first to be received at the sink nodes.  

From this we can deduce that a lower triangular structure of 

the generator matrix, �, can be obtained at the receiver nodes 

if the � source symbols � = [&�, &�, … , &�] ∈ () are 

transmitted sequentially over the network. This means that at 

transmission opportunity * = 1, the source would transmit an 

encoded packet containing symbol &�, and at transmission 

opportunity * = 2 an encoded packet containing symbol &�, 

and so on. This would lead to a sink node sequentially 

receiving innovative packets possibly containing only a single 

new source symbol.  

 

B. �etwork configuration 

We consider a network that can be represented by a directed 

acyclic graph " =  �$, ℇ�, where the source node , ∈ $ 

contains � source symbols � = [&�, &�, … , &�] ∈ () . In this 

instance only a single generation of size � is considered, but 

can be easily extended to multiple generations. Every time the 

source is presented with a transmission opportunity, an 

encoded packet -��� would be constructed from a linear 

combination of the source symbols where  

 -��� = .����&�, .����&�, … , .����&� 

-��� = / .����&�
�

�0� . (1) 

 

where 1��� = [.����, .����, … .����] are generated from 

finite field (� and forms the local encoding vector of packet -��� at the source node. These coefficients of 1���, however, 

are not randomly chosen, but selected based on the 
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transmission time step *. When * = �, the local encoding 

coefficients of the �th encoded packet -��� would be 

constructed as follows: 

.���� = 231,05                              if 8 < �1                                     if 8 = �0                                     if 8 > �; (2) 

The random selection of local encoding coefficients .����, 8 < � is to ensure that source symbols are randomly 

included in other encoded packets so that a source symbol 

would not be lost due to a packet erasure. The inclusion of the 

source symbol when 8 = � is to ensure that each encoded 

packet contains only one new source symbol, as no symbols 

are further included when 8 > �. Thus the source effectively 

transmits encoded packets that resemble a strict lower-

triangular matrix, where the �th transmitted packet contains a 

linear combination of the first � source symbols.  

When the source node is presented with a transmission 

opportunity, these encoded packets are multicast over the 

outgoing edges of the source node and RLNC is performed on 

the packets received at the intermediate nodes. As the first 

packets transmitted over the network contained the first source 

symbols, the causality of the network allows that the source 

symbols that entered the network first have a high probability 

of arriving first at the receiver nodes.  

The encoded packets -��� collected by the receiver nodes < = =>�, … , >|@|A, < ⊂ $ can be written as linear combination 

of the source symbols 

-��� = / ������
�0� &�  (3) 

where ���� = [�����, �����, … , �����] is the global encoding 

vector over (� of each packet -���. 

Due to the causality of the network, we can assume that the 

receiver nodes receive encoded packets in a sequential manner 

where the packets first transmitted by the source node over the 

network are the first packets to be included in the encoded 

packets C collected by the receiver nodes. Thus the global 

encoding vectors of the collected packets C at each receiver 

node form with high probability the coding vectors of a non-

strict lower triangular coding matrix �, where  � × �E = CE . (4) 

As the finite field over which coding is performed is (�, � 

can be considered as a binary matrix.  

This network configuration enables the receiver nodes of 

the network to obtain with high probability packets whose 

global coding vectors resemble a lower- triangular matrix. 

This means that in a lossless scenario the �th received packet -���� received by a receiver node tends to be a linear 

combination of the first � transmitted source packets 3&F5F0�� . 

The lower triangular structure of �, however, is not 

guaranteed, as the structure is dependent on the connectivity 

and structure of the network. All intermediate nodes encode 

packets randomly. In a decentralised network the length of 

max-flow paths may vary. These factors may influence the 

sequential structure of the packets, resulting in source symbols 

transmitted in early packets arriving later than symbols 

transmitted after them. Therefore it is possible for the sink to 

collect an encoded packet -���� containing new source 

symbols &� and &�G� before collecting a packet containing &�. 
This means that the matrix may contain non-zero elements in 

the second, third or higher, diagonals.  

An example of such a non-strict lower triangular � matrix 

obtained form a RLNC network where the source symbols are 

sequentially encoded and transmitted as discussed in this 

section, is depicted in Fig. 1 for � = 100. The first 11 

received packets are enlarged and shown in Fig. 2 (b) to 

illustrate the occurrence of packets that are received out of 

order due to network factors like varying lengths of max-flow 

paths. 

 

  
Figure 1: (a) Random non-strict 

lower triangular generator matrix 
 (b) First 11 collected packets 

of generator matrix 

It can be seen that this network setup allows us to obtain a � matrix that resembles the form of the � matrix described in 

[1] so that ED and MED can be successfully implemented.  

IV. MODEL OF GENERATOR MATRICES 

 

In this section we evaluate the structure of the generator 

matrices obtained through the use of the above network 

configuration. We model the generator matrices in terms of 

non-zero entries in the diagonals and through Monte Carlo 

simulations determine the practical probabilities for the non-

zero entries.  

 

A. Generator matrix model 

In the network configuration described in Section III, the 

finite field over which coding is performed is (� which allows 

all the elements of matrix � to be either equal to 1 or 0. � can 

be considered as a binary matrix where the entries 3���5 of � 

are distributed according to a Bernoulli distribution where 

3���5 = H1 with probability S��             0 with probability �1 − S���;. (5) 

Due to the fact that the generator matrix � has a lower 

triangular structure, we can assume that the probabilities S� of 

the occurrence a non-zero element in a specific diagonal are 

equal to each other, as shown in Fig. 2. 

Therefore not all the entries have unique distributions, but 

entries in the same diagonal can form a collection with equal 

probabilities for the occurrence of a non-zero element. We 

represent  S� as the probability of receiving a 1 on the main 

diagonal of the matrix. This translates to the �th received 

packet containing source symbol &�. S� is the probability of 

receiving a 1 on the second diagonal of the matrix, thus 
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receiving source symbol &�G� in the �th packet. Due to the fact 

that the source node randomly includes source symbols &�, &�, … , &�U� for the �th packet, we consider the probability 

for the occurrence a non-zero element below the diagonal as 

equal, with value SV. 

 

 
Figure 2: Lower Triangular matrix with diagonal probabilities 

Therefore we can simplify (7) and state probabilities for all 

diagonals where  3���5 = H1 with probability SW           0 with probability �1 − SW�; , ∀ � = 8 − Y + 1 (6) 

is the probability for non-zero elements in the Yth diagonal. 

 

B. Establishing probabilities of non-zero matrix elements 

The network configuration developed in Section III can 

enable us to calculate the probabilities of obtaining non-strict 

lower triangular generator matrices at receiver nodes of a 

RLNC network. In order to do so, the probabilities of 

obtaining non-zero elements in the diagonals of the generator 

matrices constructed at the receiver nodes must be determined. 

To obtain probabilities that would accurately represent a 

practical RLNC network, the network configuration described 

in Section III is simulated in a RLNC network environment. 

Through Monte-Carlo analysis we determine values of SV, S�, S� etc. to model the behaviour of a practical RLNC network.  

 

1) Simulation Setup 

The network topology used for these simulations can be 

described by a network " =  �$, ℇ� with a single source ,, 

multiple receivers < = =>�, … , >|@|A, < ⊂ $ and intermediate 

nodes which implement RLNC. The number of nodes in the 

network is [ = |$|. We base our experimental setup on that of 

[11] where random geometric graphs (RGG) are used to model 

a network implementing RLNC. We selected the network 

parameters to approximate the practical network considered in 

[1]. 

The network is modelled by a random geometric graph 

formed by placing the [ nodes uniformly at random on a unit 

square, each node with communication radius of \. An edge � = �], �� ∈ ℇ exists between two nodes ], � ∈ $ when the 

Euclidean distance between ] and � is ��], �� ≤ \. We 

assume a symmetric case where all the network nodes have 

equal transmission power and thus an identical connectivity 

radius \.  
Let ^�,, <� be the achievable rate at which , can multicast 

the source packets reliably to the receivers. From the min-cut 

max-flow theorem, the value of min-cut�,, <� is the upper 

bound on ^�,, <� [12]. In order to ensure the successful 

transmission of � source packets from , to <, the connectivity 

radius \ and the number of network nodes [ are chosen to 

accommodate the required min-cut value min-cut�,, <� ≥ �, 

for varying values of �. If a constructed RGG has a min-cut 

smaller than required, the graph is discarded and a new RGG 

is generated. 

The data transmitted by the source node , to < consists of 

approximately ℎ� = 10000 source symbols in the finite field (�a . The source symbols are divided into ℎ generations of 

sizes varying from � = 35 to � = 100, where the �th 

generation contains packets 3d��U���G�5�0��  where RLNC at 

intermediate nodes is performed over (�. The min-cut �,, <� 

from source to receiver nodes must support the transmission of 

generations of sizes varying from � = 335,1005.  

We followed the method of independent replications [13] in 

order to obtain results which are not affected by different 

network scenarios. For the simulations we generated 40 

random geometric graphs with different seeds. For each 

random graph we run 5 instances with different sources and 

receivers which are randomly chosen. Finally, for each of the 

sub-instances we ran the simulation 5 times with different 

seeds. This equates to 1000 Monte-Carlo simulations. 

 

2) Simulation Results 

For each replication, the coding vectors of all the innovative 

packets received at each sink node were placed in a matrix � 

and evaluated. As we use diagonals to characterise the 

generator matrices, we determine the probability of non-zero 

elements for each diagonal in �. 

It was found that even when the value of � is changed, the 

diagonal probabilities remained approximately the same. This 

shows that the selection of \ and e to sustain the required min-

cut value for varying values of � is done correctly. The 

obtained probabilities for the various diagonals of matrix � are 

summarised in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Probabilities of non-zero elements in � 

 Diagonal Probability fg 1 (main) 0.94 fj 2 0.05 fk 3 0.016 fm , m ≥ n: ≥ 4 < 0.011 f& below main 0.5 

 

The probabilities shown in Table 1 show a relationship with 

the encoding of the local encoding coefficients for each packet 

at the source node shown in (2). The probability of obtaining 

non-zero elements in the main diagonal, S�, is not 1 and the 

possibility of obtaining non-zero entries above the main 

diagonal is not 0. In decentralised networks, the length of 
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max-flow paths may vary which can influence the sequential 

flow of packets through the network resulting in source 

symbols transmitted in early packets arriving later than 

symbols transmitted after them. Also, as coding is performed 

over (�, a source symbol in a packet can be eliminated when 

linearly combined with another packet that contains the same 

symbol. These factors can cause a packet to have an entry in 

the second diagonal and possibly a zero entry in the main 

diagonal.  

 

3) Discussion 

The mathematical model describing the generator matrices 

at the receiver nodes correlates with the practical RLNC 

network scenario when we use the probabilities obtained from 

the practical RLNC network are used in the model. This 

mathematical model enables the evaluation of the decoding 

efficiency of ED and MED in the developed network 

configuration. 

In the evaluation of decoding methods in the RLNC 

network configuration developed in Section III, we only 

consider the probabilities of SV, S� and S�, thus assuming S� = 0, where , � ≥ 3. It can be seen that the probability of 

obtaining non-zero entries in the third diagonal is So = 0.016, 

and above the 3
rd

 diagonal less than 1%. 

The exclusion of Sowould cause the mathematical model to 

differ from the practical network in the scenarios where a non-

zero entry is obtained in the 3
rd

 diagonal. In the practical 

network evaluated, a non-zero entry is found in the 3
rd

 

diagonal approximately 1.6% of the time. Thus the exclusion 

of So in our mathematical model is an inaccurate 

representation of the practical network 1.6% of the time. The 

inclusion of So, however, would greatly complicate the 

mathematical model. We selected to build a model which is 

uncomplicated with the knowledge that it would only 

accurately represent a practical network 98.4% of the time. 

The practical networks represented form a specific category of 

networks, thus a change in a network parameter like topology 

would have a larger influence on the mathematical model than 

the exclusion of the probabilities above the 2
nd

 diagonal. 

V. DECODING PERFORMANCE IN LOSSLESS NETWORK 

SCENARIO 

 

In this section we evaluate the decoding performance of ED 

and MED in a RLNC network with the network configuration 

presented in Section III. The mathematical model presented in 

Section IV is used to randomly and independently generate 

encoded packets with the probabilities of non-zero entries as 

shown in Table 1. One thousand generations of various sizes 

of � were generated with different seeds and were decoded 

through the use of ED and MED.  

We assume a lossless environment to determine the 

decoding efficiency of ED as well as MED in the RLNC 

network where the network configuration enables the receiver 

nodes of the network to obtain packets whose global coding 

vectors resemble a non-strict lower triangular matrix as shown 

in Fig. 1. As the encoded packets are generated, they are 

decoded through the use of ED and MED. In this network no 

innovative packet is lost, thus the �th received packet -���� 

received by a receiver node tends to be a linear combination of 

the first � transmitted source packets 3&F5F0��  with high 

probability. The median of the decoding delay of ED and 

MED for � = 10 are shown in Fig. 3 where * denotes the 

timesteps when a new packet is collected for decoding. 

 

Definition 3: Decoding delay is defined as the elapsed 

timeslots between the reception of a packet at a receiver node 

and the decoding thereof [14]. In a time slot, receiver nodes 

experience a decoding delay of 1 when an encoded packet is 

successfully received, but not decoded [15]. 

 
Figure 3: Decoding delay for ED and MED in lossless environment 

From Fig. 3, it can be seen from the ‘Rank present at the 

decoder’ curve that the receiver node collects an innovate 

packet at each timestep. It can be seen that both ED and MED 

are able to decode with high probability a single source 

symbol with the collection of each now encoded packet. Thus 

the advantage of the lower triangular structure of � can be 

seen as the decoding delay of both decoding methods is 

approximately zero. 

VI. DECODING PERFORMANCE IN PRACTICAL NETWORK 

SCENARIO 

 

In a practical RLNC network, packets can be lost with 

probability pq due to channel interference from external 

devices, changes in topology, link failures or other detrimental 

network conditions. RLNC networks generate redundant 

encoded packets at the intermediate nodes which can be used 

for erasure control against packet loss [16], [3]. When a packet 

is lost within a generation, the receiver node can still obtain 

sufficient linearly independent packets for decoding if it waits 

a certain amount of time to collect enough packets. This 

characteristic makes RLNC robust to erasures as successful 

decoding at receiver nodes do not depend on receiving packets 

that contain specific information, but on receiving enough 

linearly independent packets [17]. 

In the network environment presented in Section III, 

however, the efficiency of decoding is improved by obtaining 

packets that contain new information in a structured manner. 
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These packets are collected by the receiver nodes in a 

systematic order which enables the construction of generator 

matrices of roughly lower triangular structures. This structure 

enables efficient decoding but can be compromised by the 

erasure of a packet. Although decoding would still be possible 

at the end of the generation when sufficient linearly 

independent packets are collected, the advantage of improved 

decoding delay via ED and MED can be lost. 

 

A. Influence of an erasure on lower triangular � matrix 

In the RLNC network environment where received packets 

form a non-strict lower triangular matrix of size �, we label 

the packets received before the erasure with indices 1, … , r. 

Thus the lost packet would be labeled �r + 1� and the packets 

received afterward labeled �r + 2�, … , �. Assume that pq is 

the probability of the erasure of an innovative packet 

occurring in the transmission channel of a specific sink node. 

The number of successful innovative packet receptions that 

can be expected until the first erasure is: 

s = 1 − pqpq  (7) 

As the first r packets obtained by the receiver nodes include 

a single undecoded source symbol with high probability, 

packet -��tG��, when not received due to an erasure, possibly 

carried a new undecoded source packet which is not included 

in the generator matrix of the receiver �.  Thus the following 

packet, -��tG��, can potentially introduce two new undecoded 

source packets to a sink node. If packets subsequent to -��tG�� continue to introduce a single undecoded source 

symbol each, � would consist of � source symbols and only �� − 1� linearly independent packets. Due to the redundancy 

introduced in the RLNC network, innovative packet -���G�� 

can be obtained which would render � to be of full rank. The 

loss of a packet can be seen as the main diagonal of the � 

matrix shifting to the right, as illustrated in Fig. 4.  

 

 
Fig. 4: Non-strict lower triangular matrix � with a single packet erasure 

 

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the first r received packets 

are still packets with probabilities of non-zero entries in the 

main and second diagonals as shown in Table 1. After a 

packet is erased, it can be seen that the probabilities of the 

non-zero entries in the different diagonals have shifted to the 

right. These probabilities are shown in Table 2. 

 
Table 2: Probabilities of non-zero elements in � after erased packet 

 Diagonal Probability fg 2 0.94 fj 3 0.05 fm , m ≥ k: ≥ 3 0 f& main and below 0.5 

 

 From Fig. 4 and Table 2 it can be seen that the probability 

of packet -��tG�� introducing at least two undecoded source 

symbols to the receiver is high. The probability of having a 

non-zero entry on the main and second diagonal has changed 

to SV = 0.5 and S� = 0.94 respectively. Packet -��tGo� can 

introduce a new source symbol with probability S� = 0.94 as 

this now is the probability of a non-zero entry in the second 

diagonal. In addition, packet -��tG�� can now introduce three 

undecoded source symbols to the receiver as it may contain a 

non-zero entry in the third diagonal with probability S� =0.05.   

 

B. Decoding performance in practical network 

 

In this section we consider the scenario where the sink node 

does not obtain all the systematically encoded packets. The 

mathematical model presented in Section IV is used to 

randomly and independently generate encoded packets with 

the probabilities of non-zero entries shown in Tables 1 and 2. 

One thousand generations of various sizes of � were generated 

with different seeds, where single packet erasure is guaranteed 

in each generation. As encoded packets are generated, they are 

presented to a MED and ED decoder. The median of the 

decoding delay of ED and MED for � = 100 are shown in 

Fig. 5 where * denotes the timesteps when a new packet is 

collected for decoding. 

 

 
Figure 5: Decoding delay for ED and MED in the presence of packet loss 

A RLNC network generates redundant packets which would 

enable the decoding of all the source symbols are possible at 

the end of the generation. We are, however, interested in the 

decoding performance when packets of the lower triangular 
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structure are still received. Thus the number of decoded 

packets are only calculated until timestep * = 99. 

It can be seen from the above figure that MED is more 

robust to packet loss than ED. Clearly, when a packet is 

erased, ED cannot continue to decode packets with low 

decoding delay. The MED algorithm can decode a large 

portion of source symbols in the presence of packet erasure 

without erasure protection. In Fig. 4 it can be seen that the 

number of source symbols decoded by MED is higher than the 

number of source symbols decoded by ED for the same 

packets received. MED decoded approximately 70% of the 

transmitted packets in the presence of an erased packet, where 

ED only decoded approximately 40%. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we presented a network configuration of which 

the causality of the practical RLNC network would result in 

receivers obtaining packets of a non-strict lower triangular 

structure. This generator matrix structure enables the 

implementation of Earliest Decoding as well as Modified 

Earliest Decoding. We analysed the structure of the lower 

triangular generator matrices and presented a mathematical 

model to model the probability of obtaining a generator matrix 

of such a structure. This model was used to calculate the 

decoding delay of ED and MED.  

In lossless networks, the practical performance of ED and 

MED are approximately equal. In the case of a single packet 

loss, the lower triangular structure of global encoding vectors 

of the received packets are compromised which affects the 

decoding performance of both methods. The decoding 

probabilities for both methods were determined and it was 

shown that MED has more resilience to packet loss in this 

network scenario and can decode packets as they are collected, 

producing a lower decoding delay than ED. 

Network coding was developed specifically for multicast 

networks. Multicast networks are widely employed for content 

streaming applications on the internet and private networks. 

These applications are often delay sensitive. From the 

evaluation of MED it can be seen that MED can provide a 

noticeable advantage in the decoding delay of the data above 

ED since it is more resilient to packet erasures. 
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